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THE FLAG
IN NEW MEXICO
ASSEMBLY
OF THE FREE
WAR NFWS

THE LATEST

Draft of the Councii Appropriation Bill for the 57th
and 58th Fiscal Years.

HOUSE,
It is to Wave From Every School
Tokio, March 11 The full extent of
Afternoon Session 54th Day,
.
r .
House in the Territory of
i
.f ...... .1 TO
the Russian disaster is still unknown
(UJutmuBu noui tiesieraay.j
here. It is known, however, that the
Mr. Sanchez asked unanimous con-- i
New Mexico.
casualties, and the losses In guns and
sent to Introduce House Bill No. 180,
munitions of war are enormous. Even
An Act to prevent corporations and in
dividuals from changing the natural A SIGN OF PATRIOTISM
IS CAREFULLY DRAWN approximate figures are unobtainable
as yet. It is expected that the prisoncourse of rivers and other streams. Reers will number many thousands. Loferred to the committee on irrigation.
Provisions are not Hsphazardb ut are cal estimates vary from twenty to fifMr. Wight asked unanimous
con A Daily Salute to the Starry Banner-Lincoln'- s
ty thousand. It is not clear yet
sent to introduce House Bill No. 181,
Arrived at With Due Consider- Birthday Dedicated
whether Kuropatkin planned to stand
An Act regulating the giving of orders
ation to the Finances.
Its
to
Observance.
and hold his line north of Hun River
to employes. Referred to the commit
or to retire, until he found It was too
tee on judiciary.
Council Bill No. 120, prepared by the late to carry out his plan. His action
Mr. Pendleton moved that the rules
For some years there has been on
finance committee of both Houses, in heavily reinforcing his right in the
be suspended for the purpose of taking foot a movement all over the country
making appropriations for the 57th neighborhood of Mukden, incline many
up out of its regular order Council to instill into the public school pupils
and 58th fiscal years, was introduced to believe that he planned to hold the
Joint Resolution No. 9. The motion a spirit of healthy patriotism. In
by Hon. W. B. Martin in the Council line of Hun River and attempted to
was lost.
many of the states compulsory flag
this morning. The committees have check flank attacks. By a desperate
The House adjourned at 4:45 until laws have been, euacted compelling
of
the
much
bill
the
given
drafting
onslaught the Japanese drove through
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
each public school to own and to distime and consideration and its provi- the line of Hun River and then pressed
HOUSE.
play, during school hours or at desigsions are not haphazard but 'were ar- northward, practically creating a giant
Morning Session 55th Day.
nated
times, an American flag.
rived at after consultation with the cordon around Mukden and bagging a
Speaker Dalies called the House to
New Mexico has fallen in line by enterritorial officials and considering the tremendous force by the operations
order at 10:20 o'clock. AH present
acting a compulsory flag law and refinancial condition of the Territory.
completed yesterday. Desperate fightexcept Messrs. Ellis and Sandoval of quiring a daily salute to the flag. The
me territorial institutions are pro ing continued last night, the Russians
Santa Fe. The reading of the journal salute will be in the following form:
vided for as follows:
to break the encircling barwas dispensed with.
striving
The pupils stand facing the flag in
New Mexico College of Agricultur
rier. It is evident that the losses on
Mr. Howard moved that the rules be the attitude of a
military salute and
and Mechanic Arts $11,000; Universi- both sides were heavy yesterday.
suspended for the purpose of taking recite in concert:
of
Mexico
New
ty
$16,000; New Mexi swelling the already tremendous total
up Council Joint Resolution No. 9, by
"I pledge allegiance to my flag and
co School of Mines $12,000; New Mex loss involved in the
Mr. Read, making an appropriation for to
capture of Fushun
the Republic for which it stands,
ico Normal School $12,000; New Mex and the continuous
the pay of officers and clerks for ten one nation indivisible, with liberty and
heavy fighting. It
ico Normal University $12,000;
New is now known that as a result of the
days after the close of the session. The justice for all."
Mexico Military Institute $12,00Q; In
committee on finance reported the resoperations of yesterday, if the Japan
The following are the provisions of
sane Asylum $42,000; Miners' Hospl ese army succeeds- in obstructing the
olution favorably.
The
resolution the statute which has become law:
tal $5,000; Institute for the Blind line of retreat between Fushun and Tie
passed unanimously under suspension
Section 1. The boards of school diDeaf Pass, but a small fraction of Kuropat
$5,000; Reform School $2,800;
of the rules.
rectors
of the various school districts
and Dumb Asylum $2,800; Children's kin's army will emerge from the disss
Mr. Pendleton moved that a steering
and
Boards of Education of the
the
Home at Belen $4,500; Penitentiary ter. The
was
committee of 7 members be appointed cities and towns of this
Japanese wedge, which
Territory shall
a total of driven through the Russian center on
$35,000; Capitol $8,810;
by the speaker to serve for the re procure at the expense of their re$202,510.
the
to
to
advance
Hun River, continues
mainder of the session and that all
towns or cities, for
c
Charitable and
institu north. It is reported that the Russians
bills be referred to such committee. spective districts,
school not now provided
every
public
Hons are remembered as follows:
St, are retreating north along the line of.
The motion carried and Speaker Dalles
a United States flag not
Vincent's Hospital, Santa Fe, $2,500 the railroad, evidently very badly de
HON, MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ.
me following to serve on therewith,
appointed
less
five
than
feet long, together with
Grant County Hospital at Silver City moralized after being caught between
Messrs. Pendleton a
Member of the Legislative Council From the Counties of Taos, Rio Arriba such committee:
and the necessary applianflagstaff,
$1,200; Sisters of Mercy Hospital, at the wedge and the extreme Japanese
and San Juan.
Williams, Sanchez, Sandoval of Sando ces therefor; and thereafter whenever
Silver City $1,200; Ladies' Hospital at left, northwest of Mukden. They have
val, Wilkerson, Ortiz and Stockton.
the flag, flagstaff, or the necessary apDoming $1,200; Eddy County Hospital been heavily punished along the route
BUSINESS ON SPEAKERS' TABLE
therefor of any such school
pliances
at Carlsbad $1,200; Orphans' School at of the road described. The Japanese
Council Bill No. 95, by Mr. Martinez, shall from
Hon. Malaquias Martinez was bom has been elected member of the Coun
any cause become unsuitSanta Fe $3,000; Relief Society at Las are shelling disordered masses of the
Act
defining the preference right able for further use, such school
in the town of Taos on December 5, cil to represent the counties of Taos, An
Vegas $1,200; Sisters of Loretto at Russians.
States soldiers, their wid boards of directors or boards of educa1859. As a boy and a young man he Rio Arriba and San Juan in the Thir of
Taos $1,200; Woman's Board of Trade
ows, etc., to lease school sections. Re- tion shall in the same manner purJaps in Vigorous Pursuit.
Thirty-fourtthe
education
Thirty-fift- h
was
eiven
best
the
and
at Santa Fe $1,000; a total of $16,100
ferred to the committee on territorial chase
Tokio, March 11 Later in the day,
others In place thereof.
Legislative Assemblies by
For salaries and contingent expen the following dispatch was received school facilities of the Territory af Thirty-sixt- h
affairs.
one
handsome
Section 2. The school directors or
in
In
forded
'
'those
these
very
years,
attending
majorities.
ses there are appropriated
about from headquarters of the Japanese
No.
Council Bill
90, by Mr. Leahy,
Taos several bodies he acquitted himself so
boards of education in the various dis$85,000. There are a number of mis armies in the field: "Our force in of the first schools opened in
An Act to amend Section 1083 of the
Brothers'
well
and
was
Christian
he
College
that
re
the
cities and towns in the Terri
creditably
tricts,
County
cellaneous items, the largest of which Sing King direction, after carrying the
ascause the United States flag
in Taos and the Brothers' College in elected three times and with this ses Compiled Laws of 1897, relating to
shall
tory
is $8,000 to reimburse the penitentiary enemy's
on
northern
the
sault with Intent to murder. Referred to be
position
displayed upon the public school
for brick furnished to public institu heights of Fushun, pursued him as far Mora County,. After leaving Mora he sion he will finish ten years of service to the committee on
judiciary.
cierkB-oatictorUor premises therein during
the.am m the legislature of the Territory mak
tions; $4,185.50 for insurance of the as HiiivuaeDao. five miles north of was a
Council Bill No. 71, by Mr. Leahy, An buildings
United
a
States
record
school
which
if in their best judgment
of
of
government
hours
the
his
constituents
ing
ploy
and
re
Capitol building
furniture; $2,500 Fushun and at 11 o'clock last night
at Fort Union and for a time engaged and he, himself, may Justly be proud Act defining an accessory after the it be practicable, otherwise at such
for the protection of the Mimbres Val sumed vigorous pursuit of him."
and
fixing the penalty. Referred times as they may direct, and such
in the cattle business. In 1890 he re In everyone of
these four ses- fact
ley from floods; $3,000 to pay thedefl
to the committee on judiciary.
Sixty Thousand Prisoners.
took
farm
to
boards of school directors or boards of
as
where
he
served
up
a
he
chairman
as
sions
and
turned
Taos,
New
ciencies of the
Mexico Board of
St. Petersburg, March 11. It is re
Council Joint Memorial No. 9, peti education shall also establish rules
con member of several important commit
Managers of the Louisiana Purchase ported in military circles this after ing and stock raising and has
ever since, tees. An examination of the record tioning the Interior Department to per and regulations for the proper care,
Exposition ; $500 for briefing the opin noon that Kuropatkin has lost 300 tinued in these vocations
some
valuable shows that he voted uniformally on mit the construction of the Scenic custody and display of the flag; and
owner
of
now
the
ions of the Supreme Court during the euns and about 60,000 prisoners, be being
Highway across the Pecos For
ana
for any cause it is not displayed
graa the right side and that quite a number Route
past three years $2,500 to the terri sides about the same number of killed and highly improved farms as census
est Reserve. Passed unanimously un when,
1890
served
shall
It
In
he
ed
stock.
statutes
be placed conspicuously in the
now
on
laws
of
the
the
good
torial library for the purchase of and wounded.
room of the school building.
Taos County, doing of New Mexico were introduced by him der suspension of the rules.
for
enumerator
principal
books; $1,200 for the rent and mainin
Still
Russians
Danger.
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.
3. The twelfth day of Feband
Section
work
this
time
aid
active
diligently
and
his
and
important
by
tenance of armories; $1,200 for the
passed
St. Petersburg, March 11. The As
House Bill No. 182, by Mr. Howard,
In each and every year hereafter
ruary
National Guard expenses; $500 for the sociated Press learns that a dispatch carefully. In 1892 he was elected to ly labor.
An Act to protect dumb animals. Re is
hereby established in the annual
New Mexico Historical Society, $4,000 received bv Emperor Nicholas from the office of superintendent of county
From his majority he has been
ferred to the committee on internal school
two
for
calendar to be known as flag
that
position
schools,
holding
for the Bureau of Immigration; $500 General Kuropatkin last night, in addi
staunch Republican and for twelve improvements.
In honor of the birthday of Abraday,
for the Insurance of the territorial tion to announcine the retreat of the years with ability and satisfaction to years past has been a leader of his
House Bill No. 183, by Mr. Wilker ham
and shall he observed
library and a number of small defi- Russians, added: "Our retreat is be- the people.
party in his section. He has served son, An Act to harmonize the proce- with Lincoln, exercises in
the public
patriotic
In the campaign of 1894 the Republi several times very acceptably and dure in criminal cases. Referred to
ciency accounts Including $853 for the ing conducted with the enemy harrassschools ; but such day shall In no wise
rent of armories, $789.90 to Lars ing both flanks. The second army, un cans of Taos County elected him as a successfully as chairman of the Re the committee on judiciary.
be construed to be a holiday:' It is
Thirty-firs- t
Leg- publican Central Committee of his
M. Larsen for current expenses of the der
BILLS ON THIRD READING.
Bildering, suffered the heaviest, representative to the
also provided that when such day shall
Deaf and Dumb Asylum the past three both in killed, wounded and prisoners. islative Assembly, but political maneu county and as member of the Repub
The committee on finance reported
or on Saturday, the folyears; $2,500 for publishing United How many are surrounded is unknown. vers by his Democratic opponent de lican Territorial Central Committee House Bill No. 162, by Mr. de Baca, fall on Sunday
States Geological Survey reports by The army is still in danger."
prived him of the office to which he from Taos County. In March 1903, he An Act for the relief of Quay County. lowing or preceding days respectively,
as the case may be, shall be observed.
was fairly elected. In 1896 he was was appointed a member of the Board It
the School of Mines. These sums are
provides for a loan of $2,000 for five
Japs Are North of Mukden.
Section 4. It shall be the duty of the
as
ticket
elected
as
on
the
and
for each of the two fiscal years, except
Commissioners
Republican
A
11.
of
com.to
court
March
The
dispatch
Penitentiary
purposes.
London,
years for
of public instruction
In
superintendent
Taos
from
County.
as
the
such
his
Tokio
such
has performed
says representative
ing
duty faithfully mittee recommended that the bill be to
extraordinary expenses
the Japanese legation from
of patriotic exera
program
prepare
he
election
and acceptably.
deficiency of the Louisiana Purchase theJapanese detachment has reached the campaign preceding his
passed. The report of the committee cises for the proper observance of flag
would
voters
he
that
the
of
or
Board
and
for
norm
the
relief
promised
muk
Exposition
Pu River, thirteen miles
Councilman Martinez was married was adopted and the bill passed by a
day, and to furnish printed copies of
the Mimbres Valley. The total of the den and is inflicting considerable dam- serve them faithfully if elected and his at Ocate In November, 1883, to Miss vote of 15 to 2.
the same to the school directors and
work during the session made good Juanlta Chaves, who died three years
appropriations is well within the esti age on the retreating enemy.
on
The committee
agriculture and boai'ds of education of the various disof
one
himself
he
the
revenues
of the Territory. .
mated
proved
pledge;
May Mean Annihilation.
later, leaving one child. In 1889 he manufactures reported House Bill No.
tricts, cities and towns, at least four
the most valuable members of thei was
Tokio, March 11. The following dis House. His record was so
again united in marriage at Ocate, 146, by Mr. Luna, An Act relating to weeks previous to the twelfth day of
and
good
recom
CAN THE LEGISLATURE RE
patch from headquarters of the Japan
this time to Miss Emilia Blattman damage done by stray animals,
in each year. He shall also
It be passed. The report February
PEAL THE CONSTITUTION ese armies in the field was made pub his actions as representative were so
that
mending
the use of the schools a
for
union.
this
bless
prepare
children
Two
he
that
to
his
constituents
satisfactory
was
and
the
of the committee
adopted
Denver, March 11. The Supreme lie today: In Sing King direction, our
providing for a uniprogram
printed
Court today listened to arguments of forces are now attacking a superior
bill passed unanimously.
form salute to the flag, to be used dally
re
The committee on corporations
the counsel on the questions propound- force o? the enemy occupying the north sinl, the Russian ambassador today, in for Russia will never sue for peace
during the session of the school.
HowMr.
No.
Bill
ed yesterday by the Senate as to the heights near Fushun. All our forces the
House
126,
by
ported
which
terms
of morning dispatches telling Neither could she accept
Section 5. This act shall be In fore
light
constitutionality of declaring the of in the Shakhe River direction entirely of the Russian retreat. The only offi did not recognize Russia as a power ard, An Act relative to taxation by and effect from and after Its passage.
fice of governor vacant and what effect dislodged the enemy on the right bank cial news he has received
Friends of peace municipal corporations, recommendin, the last, in the far east.
it will have. Attorney John Waldron of the Hun River Friday and surround few
from his government, re throughout the world should use their ing that It be passed as amended. The National
days
Guard, was taken up out of
was adopted
for Peabody, alleged that the legisla ed the enemy on the east and north of
is a brief ca- influence with Japan. The victor report of the committee
the.
its regular order. The Council reced
Mr.
with
amendment.
ture is attempting to repeal the con Mukden. According to several re garding last operations,
the
together
end
no
Otherwise
that Kuro- should be moderate.
Dalles then offered an amendment pro ed from its action In not concurring
stitution and that no branch of the ports, from noon of March 10, tne blegram was night sayingafter ' several of the war is in sight."
patkin
retreating
government has the power to do that. Russians filled the district between the days of fierce fighting. The ambassa
viding that the money collected un in the House amendment to the bill.
der this law be used for no other pur The- amendment was concurred in and
Attorneys George L. Hodges and W, railroad and the Mukden road In great dor, however, was acquainted several
NEW YORK STRIKE
L. Bryant, for the Alexander people, confusion and in a state of utter ex
poses than those provided for in the the amended bill passed. The amendweeks ago with the final decision of
CONTINUES UNIMPROVED. bill. This amendment was also adopt ment fixes the salary of the adjutant
asserted tnat the legislature has no haustion. Thousands on thousands of the Emperor that Russia would conNew York, March 11. Although two ed. The bill passed as amended by a general at $1,200.
power to find that there was no elec- Russians are in the district between tinue the war until Russian arms were
NEW BILLS.
since the unions In vote of 20 to 2.
have
tion. Senator Ed ward Taylor said that Sanwa, eight miles north of Mukden,
days
victorious, regardless of the time it volved in elapsed
Council Bill No. 120, by Mr. Martin,
strike
street
railroad
at
11:30
The
the
there were no questions Involved that and Mukden, and are retreating north would
House
adjourned
require, and , already prepararead twice by
would give the court the right to take in a miserable condition.
Artillery tion is being made for large reinforce were repudiated by their national of o'clock until 3 o'clock this afternoon. the appropriation bill, and
referred to
contitle, ordered printed
to
back
COUNCIL.
ordered
the matter up. Taylor appeared as a and in fantry 1n the vicinity are pour ments for
and
ficers
work,
Kuropatkin. If the echo of
on
finance.
committee
althe
from
Session
55th
still
ditions
are
far
normal,
friend of the court.
Day.
Morning
ing a fierce fire upon them, inflicting peace should come out of St. PetersCouncil Bill No. 121, by Mr. Winters,
more trains are running than
The Council was called to order by
heavy damage. On Friday our detach burg, no official in Washington would though
for Insane asylum improveproviding
It
10
at
the
time
strike
o'clock.
at
since
Clark
President
began.
from
any
Prayer
Sing be more surprised than the Russian
ment hurriedly advanced
BOMB PROVED TO
ment
read twice by title, orbonds,
is
strikers
the
of
Sevier.
F.
was
offered by Rev. George
probable that many
BE A BOOMERANG Ling. Tien, on the Hun River between ambassador, who has all along been
;
dered printed and referred to the comIs
back.
stated
call
roll
Mr.
to
It
never
be
Ballard
taken
will
answered
the
Pu
reached
and
positively informed that nothing but
St. Petersburg, March 11. The ex. Mukden and Fushun,
mittee on finance.
miles north of Mukden, victory' for Kuropatkin can bring an that the company has decided not to Mr. Greer was absent. The Journal of
Council Bill No. 122, by Mr. Read,
plosion of a bomb at the Hotel Bristol, River, thirteen was
without
over
men
was
of
session
years
forty
any
approved
Friday's
neavy
sunset
and at
Inflicting
end to the war.
for the construction of an
adjoining the Hotel D'Angleterre here,
providing
cut
off
This
will
hundreds,
age.
reading.
the
plan
enemy.
to the remnants of
is Up to Japan.
It
executive
mansion at Santa Fe, read
just before daylight, blew to atoms the damage
Presi
On
Martin
Mr.
the
motion of
to anniowner of the bomb, a man with an Our detachment Is now trying
twice by title, ordered translated,
St. Petersburg, March 11. The cur
commit
a
was
dent
to
directed
appoint
NO CONFIRMATION OF
English passport and giving the name hilate them.
tain, which shrouds the extent of the
printed and referred to the committee
PEACE OVERTURES. tee of five to act with a like commit on
of Alfred Henry McCullough, and also
finance.
Russian disaster at Mukden, has not
remainder
House
tee
for
the
from
the
wrecked the adjoining room, killing RUSSIA TO CONTINUE WAR
Council Bill No. 123, by Mr. Martin,
been pierced. Nothing is positively
March 11. The foreign of- of the present Legislative
London,
Assembly
, UNTIL VICTORIOUS. known of the
the' wife of an officer and Injuring sevs
fice says it has nothing confirmatory as a steering committee.
amending An Act providing for a susituation, not even
eral other officers. There is no doubt
whereabouts. The Associated of the report printed In the Graphic
A message was received from the perintendent of Insurance, under susthat the man killed was connected
Washington. March 11. "After Press is able to make the following today to the effect that peace over- House announcing the action of the pension of the rules, It was read the
with the Terrorist plot. It is be- Liao Tang there was talk of peace. statement: "The moment might prove tures between Russia and
Japan have House In the several bills considered third time and passed.
lieved be was packing his effects, prob- Russia's answer was reinforcements. opportune 6ut the question of peace
Amended Council Bill No. 102, by
been commenced through Friday, as already published In tbe
already
ably preparing for some desperate en- Like Liao Tang, Mukden Is the scene lies with Japan and not with Russia-Russ- ia France and Great Britain. Officials New Mexican's report of Friday's ses- Mr. Chaves, An Act relating to counterprise, when he dropped the bomb. of another retreat and again Russia's
would welcome peace, but it say that no negotiations are In pro- sion of the House.
ty taxation, referred to tbe committee y
His passport was fictitious, but the answer will be lane reinforcements. could be
finance.
on
,
Mr.
as
as
far
the
British
On
government
motion
Council
Japan
only
gress
through
Martinez,
arranged
by
man was a foreigner, not a Russian. but of peace not one word." This was direct. As
Is
a
is
in
concerned and the government has Bill No. 57, by Mr. Martinez, providing
the victor, Japan
It i believed he was a Frenchman.
the emphatic statement of Count Cas- - position to make the first overtures, j no news forecasting such negotiations. for the Increase of the efficiency of tbe
(Continued on. Page Eight)'
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New Merlcan Is the oldest
. wspapr In New Mexico. It is sent
every postofflce in the Territory,
has a larg and growing circulae
tion among the Intelligent and
of
the Southwest
people
Tb

pro-resslv-

UNIC)N

(fjoTABgl.

REVOLUTIONARY

SELFISH ANIMUS OF THE
JOURNAL.
The Albuquerque Journal In its is
sue of Thursday made a bitter attack
Jacobo 'Chaves and
on Councilman
Speaker Carl A. Dalies because the
former introduced Council Joint Resolution No. 8, providing for the printing of bills, reports and documents in
Spanish, and because the latter supported the measure actively in the
House and aided greatly in its passage.
The Journal in its rage and jealousy
designates these two gentlemen as
grafters" and charges them directly,
to say the least, with corrupt motives
In the passage of this measure.
It
gives them no credit for decency nor
conscientiousness in the performance
of their duties. It condemns Messrs.
Chaves and Dalles because, forsooth,
they do not think as the Journal does
and because they have the courage of
their convictions and vote accordingly. The paper does not want any printing in Spanish of the reports and transactions of the Assembly, because it
does not care to have the Spanish
speaking citizens of this Territory
know anything about legislative affairs nor does it want them to be of
the least importance in territorial affairs. The "Mexicans" are not only
of no consequence to the Journal, but
as far as that paper and those who
are behind it are concerned, they want
to push the "Mexicans" to the rear in
every possible case. The "Mexicans"
are not entitled to any consideration at
the hands of the Journal and its owners and hence the paper opposes any
and everything that might be of benefit or of use to the Spanish speaking
citizens of this Territory. Because
Councilman
Chaves and
Speaker
Dalles simply ask that the same right
and privileges be accorded to all alike,
English and Spanish speaking citizens
of the Territory, they are "grafters"
and their methods, aims' and objects
are prompted by corrupt motives. The
fact that these two gentlemen are
very conscientious and honest in every
respect, in politics, business and social
life, matters not to that paper. It attacks them nevertheless and that without cause and without foundation. It
does so unjustly and unfairly and because it can. Had they voted away a
hundred thousand dollars for a dyke
for the city of Albuquerque to protect
the property of the men who own the
Journal, they would have been all
right and praiseworthy and this action would have been lauded to Heaven.
One fortunate
circumstance,
which takes the sting of the poison
from the Journal's attacks on Messrs
Chaves and Dalies, is that these legisla
tors are too well known to be serious
ly affected by them and that the peo
pie are convinced that they are hon
est and honorable men who are doing
their duty in their present position
as. they deem right and proper and for
the best interests of the people.
THE

SilMTfl FE HEW

PREACHING.

It is a strange comment upon conditions in Russia that there are more
people in the Czar's dominions
are rejoicing over the Japanese

who
vic-

U,

1905,

The Albuquerque Journal In a recent
issue announced that the printing establishment of the Albuquerque Citi
zen owned by Hughes & McCreight
had been sold to a syndicate com
posed of Governor Otero, Delegate W,
H. Andrews, National Committeeman
Solomon Luna and Chairman H.
Bursum of the Republican Territorial
Central
Committee.
The paper is
very specific and claims that Hughes
and
received
McCreight
$12,000
and
were
that
made
$6,000
by the purchasers. The New Mexican
is in position authoritatively to deny
the statements of the Journal. The
gentlemen above named have not pur
chased the Citizen, have not paid any
money to Messrs. Hughes and McCreight directly or indirectly and have
not made any money out of the trans
action. The Journal will have to try
again. That is all in this case.

How to Help Your Girls.

The need of good roads in New Mex
ico is felt by mining men as well as
farmers and city folk. Says the Sil
ver City Independent: "Owing to the
miserable condition of the roads, peo
ple living in the country are unable to
come to town to trade and it has been
somewhat dull here for the past week
or two in consequence." Another item
has it that the Silver City Reduction
works had to close down owing to the
impossibility of hauling ore from the
surrounding camps. Work on a min
ing prospect had to be stopped for
similar reason bad roads. And yet,
New Mexico has spent within the past
two decades enough labor and money
on its roads to have macadamized ev
ery important road in the Territory,

The anxious mother of the family often
times carries the whole burden of respon
sibility so far as the home medication of
common ailments ot the gins or Doys are
concerned. The cost of the. doctor's visiu
are very often too great for consideration.
At such times the mother is invited to write
to Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
medical advise, which is given free. Correspondence is held strictly confidential.

The
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Oxford Qlub
keep the best brands of wines,

We
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H
liquors and cigars that can be 1 o
prices.
All of our employes will treat
you in a courteous manner
We have all of the popular
games and you can spend a
pleasant hour or two at any time.

obtained and sell at a reasonable

J. E. LACOME. Prop.,

00

THE CLAIRE HOTEL
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fBOO REWARD FOR WOMEN
WHO CANNOT

BE CURED.

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.

Backed up by over a third of a century
of remarkable and uniform cures, a record
such as no other remedy for the diseases
and weaknessess peculiar to women ever
attained, the proprietors and makers of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription now feel
fully warranted in offering to pay $500 in
legal money of the United States, for any
case of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness, Prolapsus, or Falling of Womb which tbcy
cannot cure. All they ask is a fair and
reasonable trial of their means of cure.

The most conveniently loccted and only
and steamheated
Hotel in the city. Electric li hts, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-claconnected. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men.
fire-pro- of

ss
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World's Dispensary Medical AssoProprietors, Buffalo, N. Y.
justice of the peace has been ar- ciation,
Pleasant Pellets instead
rested at Manila for being the head of ofTake Dr. Pierce's
laxative.
other
any
He
a
to

or ETJROPEA1T'

IFXj.ZX.asT

A

a conspiracy
start revolution,
had addressed a wild appeal to Senor
Santos, governor of the province of
Albay, southern Luzon, boasting of his
strong following, and urging, that the
towns secretly prepare to overwhelm
the scouts and constabulary and kill
the American oppressors and neutral
natives. Jose del Rosario in Malabon
has been arrested on a similar charge
and the court officials are kept busy
with cases of that kind. As long as
the chief industry among the Filipinos
is to create trouble, so long they will
lack prosperity and the possession of
that complete independence which os
tensibly is their desire.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
Building Corner Plaza and San Prancleco Street.

Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany.

tories than there are in Japan itself.
'
Mark Twain, with a sarcasm that is
State or Ohio, City of Toledo, oa
LiTlC8 uoubty.
cutting, comments thereon somewhat
Frank J. Cheney makes oah that he U
as follows under the title of the Czar's
senior partner of the firm of F.J. Cheney A
doing- business in the City of Toledo'
Co.,
Czar's
"After
the
Soliloquy:
morning
County and Mate aforesaid, and th t said
bath it is his habit to meditate an hour
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
before dressing himself, seeing only a
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Catarrh Cure.
lank, skinny, bowlegged libel of the
Sworn to before me and subscribed Tn my Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
image of God," he sees nothing there
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 188t.
to give autocratic power. There is
A. W. ULJSASUn,
,SBAI' '
Notary Public.
Free Buss to and From all Trains
notmng tnere to worship. No one
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally.
and acts directly 011 the blood and mucous
could tell his carcass from that of a
surfaoea of the system, Send for testimonials
barber, a shoemaker, or a tramp. It is
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
free.
"Mukden has fallen" was flashed Sold by allF. J. CHENEY75c.& CO., Toledo, O.
this, he muses, which 140,000,0(10 Rus"EKTasla.i2a.grton.
sians kiss the dust before and worship.
over the wires yesterday from far off Take Hall'sDruggists,
Family Pills for constipation.
He concludes that it is all in his
Manchuria. This was expected and
clothes. Hence his clothes are the
Trade with advertisers they an
despite General Kuropatkin's asser
real Emperor of Russia,
tions that it is his plan to fall back progressive.
Then he considers what kind of an
and lure Marshal Oyama's forces
invention the human race must be.
northward and away from their base of
THE BEST COUGH SYRUP.
For centuries the swarming Russian
supplies, military men and those ac
S. L. Apple,
Judge, Otta
millions have allowed his family to
OF SANTA FE.
quainted with the military situation in wa Co., Kansas, writes: "This is to
"rot) them, insult them, trample them
Manchuria are of the opinion that the say that I have used Ballard's
under foot, while they lived and sufJapanese have gained another great
Syrup for years, and that I do
The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
fered and died with no purpose and no
advantage and another glorious vic not hesitate to recommend it as the
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
to
function" but to make his family comseems
General
tory.
Kuropatkln
best cough syrup I have ever used
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
fortable. Like horses, which allow
WITH THE SCHOOL forget that his plan has cost Russia 25c, GOc, fl.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
Assistant Cashier.
one man to govern them when they have TINKERING
thousands and thousands of soldiers
LAWS.
the strength of a hundred men, so the
and vast supplies and munitions,
Don't get excited when you hear
Concerning tinkering with the pres
Russian people will let this one family
Capital $150,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.
school laws, the Las Vegas Optic which Russia is In no shape to replace people raising a row about what they
ent
enslave them by the use of a few sol
the present war.
to
Bon Ton,
during
have
to
but
the
eat,
go
and
remarks:
timely
dlers,when these soldiers are them correctly
where you can get anything from quail
"There is one kind of tinkering with
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches. Loans
selves their own sons and brothers.
on
to
toast to chile and tamales.
The
is
Oklahoma
pass
school
laws
which
legislature
to
the
the
Opti
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col"In Russia such laws as exist," he con
objects. That is the enact a resolution asking Uncle Joe Cannon
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all, markets for
tinues, "make an exception our fam- strongly
STARTLING MORTALITY.
to visit the Territory as the guest of
ment of legislation that will divert
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
ily. We do as we please, we have
Statistics show startling mortality,
Cannon is from Illinois,
the
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
done as we pleased for centuries. Our portion of the funds for the support but people.
the proximity of his from appendicitis and peritonitis. To
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
common trade has been crime, our of the public schools to enterprising homeperhaps
to Missouri puts him in the prevent and cure thsse awful diseases
was
citizens.
A
bill
introduced
into
agency,
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
common pastime murder, our common
the House by Mr. Griego and was re class that wants to be shown. It there is just one reliable remedy, Dr.
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
beverage blood the life blood of the
M.
New
Life Fills.
wouldn't hurt to invite the old states King's
Flannery
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock "and products.
nation. Yet the pious moralists say it ported favorably by committee, provid man to New
Mexico, even though a of 14 Custom House Place, Chicago,
school
for
the
of
direc
ing
bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and
payment
The
is a crime to assassinate us. We and
tors. This bill was promptly recom very enthusiastic reception could not says: "They have no equal for Con
alms to' extend to them as liberal, treatment In all respects, as Is conour uncles are a family of cobras set
25c at
However, it stipation and Biliousness."
mitted. It is inconceivable
that the be guaranteed him.
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety De, over 140,000,000 rabbits whom we feed
House will pass it and equally incon would be respectful, to say the least, Fischer Drug Co.
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully soupon all our days; yet the moralist ceivable
that it can get a single vote and if he says the right thing about
licited.
to
kill
us
a
not
that
is
a
crime,
urges
the Territory and takes back a few of Keep your business ever before the
in
Council.
this
the
Throughout
duty. It is not for me to say it aloud, whole
nation members of school the things he has said about it, there public by advertising In your home
but to one on the inside this is naive
boards
have
served willingly without will be no trouble about working up success in any honest enterprise.
ly funny; on its face illogical. Our
because of the sacred a high degree of enthusiasm.
compensation
family is above all law; there is no law nature of their duties.
INCREDIBLE BRUTALITY.
The public
reasons are obvious
that can reach us, restrain us, protect
It would have been incredible bru
school is recognized as the chief sup
died
Bate
Senator
who
this
week,
the people from us. Therefore, we are
F.
obtality if Chas.
Lemberger, of Syraoutlaws. Outlaws are a proper mark porter of the liberties of our people possessed old fashioned and almost
cuse, N. Y., had not done the best he
for any one's bullet. Ah! What could And it remains for a man in New Mex solete ideas Of public honesty. He could for his
suffering son. "My boy,"
our family do without the moralist? He ico to introduce a bill providing that would not accept the pension to which he
a fearful gash over his
"cut
says,
are
as
was
school
of
he
the
the
veteran
entitled
a
of the
public
has always been our stay, our sup to guardians
eye, so I applied Bucklen's Arnica
be
We
Mexican
such
was
War
because
that
he
paid.
regret
drawing
port, our friend; today he is our only
salary from the United States. He Salve, which quickly healed It and
friend." Then the Czar muses on the measure could have emanated from a
saved his eye." Good for burns and
New Mexico legislator."
never
accepted a railroad pass or
no
fallacy of the moralist plea that
ulcers too. Only 25c at Fischer Drug
nor
ever
frank
a
telegram
sought pub Co
good has come or can come from vio
!
A green eyed monster evidently has lic job for a relative. It would not hurt
lence. Yet the merest child's book of
United
the
if
were
States
there
of
columns
of
the
Albu
the
history should teach the falsity of this charge
Go to the Bon Ton for short orderB,
COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
"No regal tyranny was ever over querque Journal, and all because that larger proportion of men of his type square meals and good, prompt table
in
Congress.
in
is
"not
denounces
it."
It
paper
ap
thrown except by violence."
service.
W. R. PRICE, Prop.
In that strain Twain continues and propriations for necessary public print
Telephone No. J 7.
The
latest from St. Petersburg is
the words sink 4eep, they bite, they ing as "grafts" useless, valueless, det
CURED
CONSUMPTION.
that the Japanese are given stimulatscourge.' Unfortunately, the arguments rimental, etc. Really and truly, it
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan.,
used are those of Nihilism, they are makes a great deal of difference whose ing drugs to incite them to attack, writes: "My husband lay
siqk for three
the same that Anarchists and violent ox is gored, especially when it comes pills of which are found in the pocfc months. The doctors said
he had
ets
of
In
other
to
the
prisoners.
words,
printing. Anything and everything
Socialists use, only substituting the
We
consumption.'
quick
procured
"
names of Rockefeller, of Carnegie and in that line that is not for the abso Japanese brand is superior to vodka bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup,
357 Ban Francisco 8treet.
others for that of the Czar. It is an lute benefit of the Journal is intrinsic It were perhaps better for the Rus and it cured him. That was six years
if
officers
sians
their
and their men
unhealthy doctrine to preach, subver ally, wholly, and absolutely bad, drank a little less stimulant
and did ago and since then we .have always
wicked, corrupt, valueless and use
sive of all law and all government
kept a bottle in the house. We can
more
a
little
calm
less. Everything, however, that falls
thinking.
do without it. For coughs and
not
into the maw of that publication is
colds it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1
THE PRACTICE OF OSTEOPATHY, heavenly, sublime,
TO
A
CURE
IN
COLD
ONE DAY
proper, eco
at Fischer Drug Co.
The Assembly has passed the Read nomical and "morally, just,
as well as legally Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
bill creating a Board of Osteopathy right.
All druggists refund the money if it
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
and providing for the licensing of doc
fails to cure. H. W. Grove's signature
the New Mexican Printing
tors of osteopathy in this Territory.
by
Councilman Miller's bill providing Is on each box 25c.
The measure is among the good ones
for a classification of counties accord
passed and will prove of benefit to in ing to the amount of territorial taxes
ATTENTION BUSINESS MEN.
BEST REMEDY FOR CON8TIPA- LsstM, Pottery, Rag, Wrs, Peatbcr tad
valids and sufferers from nervous af collected
in them and basing the salar
TION.
Bankers, merchants and business
flictions, as well as to sick people gen
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ies of certain
officials upon men generally should bear In mind
"The finest remedy for constipation
erally. Osteopathy is a method of these collectionscounty
meet
will
doubtlessly
that
the
of
New
Mexican I ever used is Chamberlain's Stomach
the
bindery
treating the sick without medicine and with the
approval of the Governor and Printing Company manufactures the and Liver
has become firmly established In the will
Tablets," says Mr. Ell But
one
of the best measures best books, such as
prove
United States during the past ten
ledgers, ler, of Frankville, N. Y. "They act
journals,
f
ci
rears as a rational and sound method passed at this session. The principle cash books, day books etc. In the gently and without any unpleasant ef
right and the provisions therein southwest, at the lowet possible fect, and leave the bowels in a
of treatment of suffering humanity is
per
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s
prices and in
shape. Loose fectly natural condition." Sold by all
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specialty.
provi best Interests
temporary
of the people.
sions of this bill will elevate osteo
guaranteed. Write or call at the New
Mexican Printing office for samples INVALUABLE FOR
pathy In this Territory as under it no
RHEUMATISM.
But four more days of the session,
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
person will be licensed to practice un-I have been suffering for the past
less he or she has had a complete gentlemen of the Assembly. The ap by the New Mexican Printing Com' few years with a severe attack of
course In a reputable college of osteo- propriation bill must be passed within pany.
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
pathy, shall well understand the meth- that time. Haste should be made slow
Snow Liniment was the only thing
ods of osteopathy and be of good mor- ly and all measures before the Assem- - . There is a class oi
in San- that gave me satisfaction and tended
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INCREASES
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Councilman Miller's Bill Passes
Both Houses of Assembly.

MEASURE

Basing the Salaries of Certain County
Officials Upon Actual Amount of
Territorial Taxes Collected.
.

The following is the text of Council
man Charles B. Miller's Council Bill
No. 99, which has passed both Houses
and which will be of the greatest im
portance as affecting favorably the
revenue systems of the several coun
Mr. Miller In
ties in the Territory.
introducing the bill reasoned that It
would be proper and for the best inter
ests of the commonwealth were salar
ies of certain county officials based
upon the actual amounts of territorial
taxes paid into the territorial treas
ury yearly. He concluded that a law
of this kind would induce the county
officials having charge of the assessing
and collecting of taxes to be more
diligent, more careful and more stren
uous in assessments and collections if
their salaries were based upon the
amounts collected. In this people who
understand the situation agree with
him fully. The original bill was pub
lished in full by the New Mexican as
a measure of great importance but. as
it was materially amended before passing, the New Mexican now republishes
it as amended on account of its great
importance and to give county com
mlssioners, assessors and tax collectors a correct knowledge of what they
are expected to do hereafter if they
would receive the maximum salaries rhe Special Attention of the Public
under the bill.
Called to the Money Orders
Amended Council Bill No. 99.
Issued by the
Reported by Committee.
An Act to regulate the classification of
BanR
counties, and fixing the salaries of
certain county officials thereof:
Be it enacted by the Legislative AsOF SANTA FE.
sembly of the Territory of New
.

IBAGW

W5
Greatest Aid to Cookery
With least labor and trouble it

makes

biscuit and cake of finest
flavor, light, sweet, appetizing and
assuredly digestible and wholesome.
hot-bread- s,

Price Baking Powder Co.. Chicago.

tion of their respective counties for the
ensuing year, ascertained and deter
mined in the manner hereinbefore de
scribed,
iaection s. Any member of any
Board of County Commissioners
of
this Territory, after the notice of clas
sification of their respective counties
has been certified to them by the territorial traveling auditor, who shall neglect to perform the duties imposed
upon such board in section seven of
this act shall be liable to summary
removal by the Governor of this Territory
Section 9. This act shall in no manner affect or change the salaries of
the county officials of the county of
Santa Fe for the years 1905 and 1906.
Section 10. The county assessors of
the several counties of this Territory
shall be allowed for their services 4 per
centum upon all moneys collected upon assessments upon taxable property
made by them, and also upon all mercantile licenses assessed by them, and
no more, under any circumstances,
whatever, to be paid out of moneys
collected on said assessments and to
be paid as other moneys are disbursed, on warrant of the county commissioners.
Section 11. The county treasurers
and
collectors of the several
counties of this Territory shall be al
lowed, and shall receive, for their services four per centum upon all mon
eys tor taxes and licenses collected
or received by them within their respective counties.
Section 12. All acts and parts of
acts in conflict with this act are hereby repealed, and this act shall take effect and be in full force on and after
April the 1st, 1905, except section six
of this act, which shall take effect as
provided for.
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GOLD fiUNES.

Section 1. Whenever any county of
this Territory shall remit to the terri
thousand
torial treasurer, thirty-fivdollars, or over, during any one year,
the same being the proceeds of the col
lections from the territorial levy for
the year in question, such county shall
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be deemed a county of Class A. Over
thousand and under
thousand dollars a county of
Class B. Over twenty thousand and unthousand dollars, a
der twenty-seve- n
county of Class C. Over fifteen thousand and under twenty thousand dol
RATON. KE13
lars, a county of Class D, and under
fifteen thousand dollars a county of
esClass E. The collections herein given
real
admitted
Is
an
It
Public
sale
Notaries
for
for
fact
that
Supplies
tate, financial men and merchants all are based upon a levy of fifteen and
by the New Mexican Printing
mills.
say that quickest and best results are one-hal- f
Section 2. The county commissiont
Mexican."
ers of the several counties of this Ter3ANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY.
ritory shall receive the following comTime Table.
pensation:
1 p.m.
Leave Santa Fe. . . .
In counties of Class A, $800 per an8:10 p. m.
Arrive Torrance
num; in counties of Class B, $500 per
8:30 p. m.
Leave Torrance.. ,
annum; in counties of Class C, $400
Territory of New Mexico, six per per annum; in counties of Class D,
8:40 p. m.
Arrive Kansas City
certificates
cent
of
indebtedness.
Arrive St Louis ..7:55 a. m. 2d Day
in counties of Class
Sealed proposals will be received by $300 per annum;
12 noon 2d Day
Arrive Chicago
and five cents per
$200
E,
annum,
per
1 p. m. the undersigned, treasurer of the Ter- mile for each mile
Leave Santa Fe
and necesactually
8:10 p. m. ritory of New Mexico, at Santa Fe, sarily traveled in going to and from
Arrive Torrance
11:12 p. m. New Mexico, until March 10th, 1905, regular meetings of such board; proeave Torrance.'
10 o'clock a. m. for the entire issue
6:07 a. m. 1st Day at
Arrive EI Paso
said boards
of the above described certificates, de- vided, that the meetings of
shall not exceed twelve in number in
livery to be made at New York, Chicaeach year.
go, St. Louis, Denver or Santa Fe, on
Section 3. The probate judges of
or before April 1st, 1905.
D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
No bids for less than par and inter- the several counties in this Territory,
Santa Fe Branch.
est will be entertained, the right being shall receive the following compensaTIMETABLE.
tion:
reserved to reject any or all bids.
In counties of Class A, $600 per anEffective November 7th, 1904.
Issue is made under Council Bill No.
in counties of Class B, $500 per
num;
40 of the 36th Legislative Assembly of
W8T BOUND
T norm
the Territory of New Mexico, for the annum; in counties of Class C, $400
Nol25
Stations.
Ho. 426. mils
payment of appropriations for the re- - per annum; in counties of Class D,
Class
3 .30 p lief of flood
.Santa Fe
11:00a ...0.
sufferers; the building of $250 per annum; in counties of
1:26 p
annum.
2:51 p ..84.
$200
.Espanola
E,
per
12:26,D dykes, and for other purposes.
. .Embudo
2:11 p ..ta.
Section 4. The probate clerks of the
11:36 p
Certificates to be dated March 1st,
..Barranca
SrWp ..61.
10:29
.Servilleta
p 1905,
4:02 p .81..
counties of this Territory shall
several
five
10:00 D
payable
years from their
Trei Pledras.
4:82d .91..
8 10 p
the following compensation as
receive
.Antonito
6:35 D . 125
with
of
the
date,
the
right
Territory
6 4"p
saw p ..i3.... "
Alamosa
clerks of the boards of coun
to
at
them
extime
12:40
after the
pay
any
p
.Pueblo
8 KM a ..287.... "
in addition to the
ll:l'7 P piration of one year from their
commissioners,
4:22 a. .831.... ' .Colo Spring's.
ty
date,
8:30 p
Lv.
7:20a 406....Ar Denver
principal and interest payable at the fees now allowed by law to such procounty reTrains stop at Embudo for dinner office of the treasurer at Santa Fe, bate clerks and
New Mexico.
corders, and no more:
where good meals are served.
In counties of Class A, $1,000 per
Certificates bear interest at the rate
Connections.
In counties of Class B, $750
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton of 6 per cent interest per annum, annum;
in counties of Class C,
annum;
per
and Intermediate points.
payable
$600 per annum; in counties of Class
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Beginning with the year 1905 an D, $400
Intermediate points via e bher the standper annum; in counties of
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the annual tax levy to be made on all tax- Class E, $400 per annum.
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the able property in the Territory suffSection 5. The county school superentire trip In day light and passing icient to pay into the territorial treas- intendents of the several counties of
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE ury a sum sufficient to pay the inter- this
Territory shall receive the followalso for all points on Creede branch.
est and twenty per cent of the princicompensation:
ing
8. K aoopKB, G. P. A.,
pal of said certificates for each and
In counties of Class A, $1,500 per anDenver Colo
every year for the term of five years. num ; in counties of Class B, $1,000 per
A. S. Barney,
J. H. VAUGHN,
in counties of Class C, $900
Treasurer of New Mexico. annum;
Traveling Passenger Agent
per annum ; in counties of 'Class D,
$600 per annum; in counties of Class
Notice for Publication.
E, $400 per annum.
Section 6. Section six of chapter
(Homestead Entry No. 5631.)
For Your
of the laws of the Thirty-foLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru- twenty-seve- n
LIFE, ACCIDENT of
urth
1905.
Legislative Assembly of this
ary 27,
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Territory is hereby repealed, to take
HEALTH Insurance
lowing named settler has filed notice effect January 1st, 1907.
Yonr
Section 7. The classification of the
of his Intention to make final proof
said
that
counties of this Territory shall
and
in
his
several
of
claim,
or
support
COURT
SURETY
proof will be made before the register be made each year by the territorial
BONDS,
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on traveling auditor, and shall be ascertained and determined from the sums
April 14, 1905, viz.:
As well aa Yonr
SW paid Into the territorial treasury by
Crlstoval Pena for the.NE
FIRE INSURANCE
N.l-- 2 SB
section 11, NW 4 the collectors of the several counties
SW
of this Territory, for the fiscal yean
12, T 9 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses to ending on November 30th, and preGo to . . .
prove his continuous residence upon, vious to the year for which services
THE HANNA INSURANCE
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
are to be rendered, and the territorial
AGENCY
Ventura Baros, Camllo Valencia, traveling auditor shall immediately
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Gallsteo, N. M.; after the passage of this act, and here'Phone No. 66.
Anastacio Chavez, of Moriarty.
after on or before December 31st, of
'
Car. Waiktagtoi and Pilace Avenues
MANUEL R. OTERO,
each
year, certify to each Board of
'
,!;
Register. County Commissioners the classifica

t

iuh

he Maxwell Land

twenty-seve-

Go

CEUCO

$50,000.00.

.

.

semi-annuall-

f
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A. H. MERR1TT.

" Tired in the
Morning' "
This condition is unnatural. A healthy person gets up in the morning well rested, feeling
fine and ready for the day's work.
If you get up in the morning tired, it simply
means that your nerves have not rested and
their restlessness has not allowed you to rest
in the healthy, normal way.
"Tired in the morning." "Rundown." "All
worn out" these signs are the warnings thejfl
mean that your nerves need attention.
You must feed some new power to your
nerves.
.That is just what Paine's Celery Compound
does. It feeds new power to the nerves and
builds them back to healthy strength.
It makes new Nerve Force.

Me rs
Is

It makes new vitality and makes life worth'
living.
That is just why for the past 18 years Paine's
Celery Compound has been the most universally used tonic in the world.

First National
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A. H. MERRITT'S EXPERIENCE
WILL PROVE VITALLY INTERESTING TO THOUSANDS.

the American Bankers' Associa
tion Form, and drawn 6n the First
National Bank of New York. In add!
tion to the responsibility of the Issu
ng bank, their payment Is guaranteed
by the American Surety Company of
New York, a large and responsible
Surety Company, with a capital of two
and a half million dollars. All the
banks throughout the entire United
States making use of these forms,
cash these orders without charge, and
they will be received at par by all
merchants and dealers throughout the
country. For remitting small amounts
of money by mail they are cheaper
than, and as convenient as either
postoffice or express money orders.
They are sold at the following rates:
3 cents
For sums not over $5
For sums over $5 and not over"
S oents
$10
For sums over $10 and not
On

over

10

$25

i

"Two years ago I had a nervous disorder
that completely prostrated me. I couldnt
sleep, and would lay and toss about all night,
arising in the morning more tired than ever,
head heavy, eyes dull and every bone and
muscle aching. I tried to get along without
calling in a doctor, but was finally driven to
It He treated me for some time, but with
no perceptible Improvement In my health.
Some one recommended your Paine's Celery Compound. The change It effected la
my system was noticeable almost instantly.
I
gradually took on flesh. The
feeling left me. In less than six weeks waa
fully recovered from what looked to me Ilka
I feel
an everlasting sickness.
actually
Is a tee
grateful to you, aa my health
tlmonlal of what your medicine can do.
Yours very truly." A. H. Merrltt, 32 Muslo
Hall Building, Boston, Mass., Feb. 12, 1904.
Bandmaster First Regiment Band, Heavy
'all-gon-

I

to-da- y

Artillery, M. V. M.

Try Paine's Celery Compound

Its

27, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
April 12, 1905, viz.:
Manuel Sandoval y Balemio, for the
SE 4
NE
SW
E 2 NE
NW
section 28, T 15 N, R 11 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Teofilo Herrera, Rafael
Sena, of
Cows Spring, N. M.; Felix Rouquillo,
Nicolas Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1--

4

to-da- y.

effect is almost instantaneous

the nourishment and vigor given to the nerve system byj
Paine's Celery Compound is felt at once.
The patient feels this at once and gains confidence by it.
The stronger nerve forces have begun at
once to make each organ of the body do the
work that nature expects of it.
Two days' treatment with Paine's Celery
Compound will prove its marvelous power.
For over 18 years Paine's Celery Compound
has been the most universally used nerve vital-iz- er
and tonic in the world.
Remember this Paine's Celery Compound
is the prescription of one of the most famous
physicians this world has ever known, Prof. E.
E. Phelps, of Dartmouth University.
All reputable druggists recommend and sell
Paine's Celery Compound.
CO.
WILLS, RICHARDSON

cents

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 5165.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru

ary

e
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URLINOTON, VERMONT.
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SANTA FE ROUTE
LOCAL

TIME TABLE.
m.

No. 720...
No. 722
No. 724

DEPART.
,

v

MM

m
M

m
m
m m m

mm
mm

mm
mm

m

ji

a. m.
4:20 p. m.
7:10 p. m.

ARRIVE.
m.

m.
m.
10,

eastbound.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9
west bound.
Passengers for all points between
Lamy and Albuquerque except Kenne
dy and Los Cerrillos, will take 722 from
Santa Fe and No. 1 from Lamy.
Nos. 7 and 9 will make no stops ex
cept Los Cerrillos and Kennedy.
A. J. BISHOP,
Acting Agent
City ticket office, Catron block, east
side Plasa.
Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
by the New Mexican Printiag

1--

The New Mexican c&l do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
havf. all the facilities tor turning eat
ever-

the

-

class of work, including one of

est binderies in the weft

-mmm-

mm
-

THE

BEST
MILWAUKEE BEER

9

12:01 p.
No. 721..
6:15 p.
No. 723
9:35 p.
No. 725... ..
No. 720 connects with Nos. 2 and

mi w mmw
ym7k.mr
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Guaranteed! to be absolutely pure and strictly

High Grade Inl every particular.

Comparison with those you have been using will
convince you of its merits.
Have your doctor examine it and pass upon Its
purity and nerve building and invigorating qualities
"High Life" and "Buffet" our two leading brands
arelthe best and purest that money can buy.
If you want a good healthful beverage try "High
Life" or "Buffet."
s
-

Frcl

Iter Breig Ciiw
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

ERNEST MEYERS
Albuquerque

& CO. SOLE DISTRIBUTORS,

New Mexico.

Place Your Ads In the New Alexiccn

i

Santo Fe New Mexican, Saturday, March
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those present were Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
T. S. Hubbell, of Albuquerque;
and Mrs. Page B. Otero, Mrs. A. Men-netof Las Vegas; Miss Nina Otero,
and Messrs. Catron, Manby, Harris and
Bennett.
Nuptials.
At 5:30 o'clock p. m. Tuesday, at the
Church of the Holy Faith, Miss Irene
DuVal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey DuVal, and Thomas Albert Hay-dewere united in marriage, Rev W.
was
R. Dye officiating. The church
prettily decorated and a number of
invited friends of the contracting parties witnessed the ceremony.
The bride was attended by Miss
Ethel Easley, as maid of honor, and
Miss Uda Gibson, as bridesmaid. The
bride wore a beautiful gown of white
swiss and a veil and carried a bouquet
of bride's roses. Miss Easley's gown
was pink china silk, while Miss Gibson
was attired in a gown of light blue
silk. The maid of honor and bridesmaid carried pink carnations.
The groom was attended by Frank
T. Newhall as best man. Frank Ellis,
R. W. Robinson and Carlos Creamer
acted as ushers. Miss Matilda Alonzo
rendered the following short musical
program: Lohengrin, Wagner; MeloLassen;
dy, Rubenstein;' A Dream,
Wedding March, Mendelssohn.
Immediately after the ceremony the
party proceeded to the home of the
bride's parents where a wedding sup
The couple left
per was served.
at 7 o'clock for a short visit to Albuquerque. Their many friends in the
Capital City extend congratulations
and wish them a long and prosperous
married life.

ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1856

1903

t,

DuVal-Hayde-

n

Seligman Bros.Co.

ill and will be confined to
room
some days.
Mrs. unarles V. Safford will enter
Our $5, $6, and $7 Hanan & 8on
at a whist party at her home on
tain
shoes are beauties to look at and luxGrant Avenue this evening.
uries to the foot.
M. W. Robbins, a merchant of Hills
They represent all the goodness
that money, pain and skill can put In- boro, spent the day in the Capital on
a visit to the legislature.
to shoes.
Made on the new lasts from the
Mrs. W. H. Greer, wife of
best of Patent Ideal, Kid and Calf
Greer, visited Santa Fe from Alleathers and founded on Oak tanned buquerque during the week and was a
soles.
guest at the Palace.
Dr. W. R. Tipton, of Las Vegas, who
For
A Wfdth and
has been in the city for several days
on professional business, returned to
Every Foot.
This is a great shoe for dressy gen- the Meadow City today.
The regular weekly reception Thurs
tlemen to wear.
day evening last at the Executive man
sion by Mrs. Otero was well attended
and was enjoyed by those present.
W. 0. Finkbine, of Des Moines, Iowa
is a late arrival in the city and is vis
iting his wife, who has been spending
the past winter at St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Jo E. Sheridan of Silver City, U. S.
mine inspector, arrived from the south
last night and looked after business
connected with his office during the
day.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, district
attorney, was a passenger en route
P. O. BOX 219
PHONE 36.
from Washington to Las Cruces. this
It's easy enough for a salesman to have you slip into
evening. He expects to be in Santa
a suit, take you. before a mirror, pat you on the back,
Fe on Monday.
Lowest Priced House In ifie City for Fine Boons"
Did you ever see anything fit so perfectly?
and say:
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Corbett and
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Look at the way that collar hugs the neck; how well
Miss Josephine Corbett, of Mountain-air- ,
arrived in the city yesterday and
the shoulders set!" &c, &c.
are guests of Frank Dibert, assistant
Appointed Notaries Public.
treasurer of the Santa Fe Central RailGovernor Otero has appointed the
way.
following notaries public:
Frank, W. Clancy, district attorney
Horton Moore, of Las Cruces, Dona
fit?
of
the
wear
But how about the
Depends upon
of the Second Judicial District, and Ana County, and Eugene Cooper, of
Dealer in
one of the best officials of the Terri- Hagerman, Chaves County.
the tailoring. What is to hold that collar In place or to
Furniture. QueeDswaro, Cuttlery Tinware.
Articles of Incorporation.
tory, after spending the week here on
keep those shoulders in shape?
Stoves and Kanges.
for
and
left
of
business,
political
The
articles
legal
incorpora
following
So don't go altogether by appearance; judge by
home last night.
tion have been filed in the office of
what you know of the reputation of the store.
Goods of All Kinds Sold er
Household
Mrs. Newcomb and Miss Newcomb, Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Ever since I have been in the clothing business I
The Gila Valley Land and Cattle
of Huntington,
Easy Payments-BuIndiana, aunt and
have stood and ve shall continue to stand back of
cousin of Mrs. W. E. Martin, are guests Company; the incorporators are Edgar
and Sell all kinds of Second HandGoooi
of Superintendent and Mrs. H. O. Bur- - M. Young, Lee E. DuBois and George
very piece of clothing I sell to the end.
DuBois, all of Silver City, New
sum, at the superintendent's quarters
If, when the season is ever, you think you haven't
Picture Frames and Mouldings
Mexico. The objects of the incorporat the penitentiary.
Undertaking and Embalming
nad your money's worth of wear, come back and let me
to
and
sell
ators
are
own,
Made to Order.
purchase,
Councilman Charles L. Ballard, of
ChaH. Wagner Licenced Embalmrr
pay you what I owe you.
Roswell, returned last night from deal in cattle and generally to carry
on and conduct the business of cattle
This Is a safe tore to tie to for clothes.
Washington, where he attended the
Residence 'Phone No. 1.
Telephone No. 10. San Francisco Street.
and stock raising. The term of existinauguration ceremonies as a member ence
is 50 years and the principal place
of the special Rough Riders escort to
is Silver City, Grant Coun
business
of
President Roosevelt.
New Mexico. The capital stock is
ty,
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn
divided Into 1,000,000 shares
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
is expected to return this evening $1,000,000
of a par value of $1 each. The num
KOSWELL. MKW MEXICO.
from Washington, where he served as
the in
an aide de camp on the staff of Lieu ber of directors is threeas and officers
the
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
tenant General Adna R. Chaffee during corporators are named
of the company for the first three
Established and Supported by the Territory.
the inaugural ceremonies.
months of its existence.
Colonel E. G. Austen, of Las Vegas
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
president of the Cattle Sanitary Board TAKING CARE OF THE INDIAN.
l
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comleft today for his home, after spending
all conveniences.
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.
steam-heatebathe, water-workplete;
a week in the Capital on business
The two government Indian Indus'
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session is
the cattle industry of the Ter trial Schools in New Mexico fared well
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ritory before the legislature.
at the hands of Congress this time.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Louis A. Cartier and wife, of Ash The appropiatlons for the Santa Fe
land, Wisconsin, and Mrs. A. E. Car- - school are: Pupils, 300 In number,
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. 8. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
tier, of, Ludington, Wisconsin, arrived $50,100; superintendent, $1,800: water
and B. A. Cahoon
last night and are at the Palace. They supply $1,500; repairs and improve
will view the points of interest about ments, $5,000; electric light plant,
COL. J. W. WILL5UN, fcupt.
For particulars address
the Capital City for a few days.
$3,000; total $61,400. The school at
J. A. Mahoney of Deming, one of the Albuquerque, 300 pupils, $50,100; su
ALL PERIODICALS
leading business men of that town and perintendent, $1,800; improvements,
member of the Territorial Board of $4,000: general repairs. $5,000; total
Equalization, is a guest at the Palace $60,900. However, other schools fared
He came on political business and to even better. The total appropriation
look after the interests of Luna Coun for the school at Chilocco is $140,900
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
Can be obtained at the
at Lawrence, $149,700; at Phoenix,
ty before the legislature.
TT-AJRID
OA.IPXT.A--JL$134,400, while the only school in the
Mrs. N. B. Field, of Albuquerque, has
southwest that receives less than the
MONERO
CERRILLOS and
been a house guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. New Mexico
schools, Is that at Trux
M. Bergere during the week. Mrs taon
Is
Canon, Arizona, which
given
BITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
Field and Miss Otero expect to leave
$3T,550.
for the Field cottage on the Upper
Of much interest In New Mexico
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Pecos as soon as the trip across the is
the following clause of the appro
mountains can be made on horseback
We want to call your attention to the superior qualltv of "r
priation bill: "Lands now held by the
THERE IS NOTHING UKB- H. J. Hagerman, of Roswell, member various villages or pueblos of Pueblo
LUMP COAL, which Is scrpened, free from dirt and bone.
of the New Mexico Board of Mana Indians, or by Individual members of
FIRE WOOD
gers of the Louisiana Purchase Expo the Pueblo tribe, with reservations or
sition, la In the city on official bus! lands in New Mexico, and all personal
KINDLING
Cut any size desired
ness. He and Mr. Seligman. treasurer property furnished these Indians by
HOUSEHOLD LACQUER
of the Board, have been hard at work the United States or used in cultivat
.careful attention.
All orders will receive prompt-anoriginal lustre and tone to old worn, scratched during the week
FOR restoring
preparing a report of ing these lands; and any cattle and
nd faded furniture, woodwork and floors.
'PHONE NO. 88
H.
K.
T.
A.
Near
Garfield
Avenue,
Depot
JFriOK:
LACQUER ET dries over night and wears like rawhide. It III the transactions of the Board.
sheep now possessed or hereafter ac
MEXICO
NEW
not fade, turn white or crack.
SANTA
FE,
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces attorney, has quired by the Pueblo Indians, shall be
LACQUERET is all right in everyway for everything. A child
van apply u.
been in the city during the week on free and exempt from taxation of any
LACQUERET Is sold In convenient packages ready for use I
J. 8. OANDKLARIO
business.
It Is said that Mr. sort whatever, including tax heretofore
uitr uu, fliinvnnji
Cherry, Walnut, Rosewood, legal
301 San Frauelmo St.
Kicn Kea. moss ureen, ana
"blear". It la TPANSI IICPNT. nn. Holt will be selected as territorial dis levied, if any, until Congress shall oth
fading, brilliant and durable. Sunerlor In Dolnta of merit ti trict
erwise
provide."
for
Dona
of
counties
the
attorney
anything on the market.
In this connection the decision of
Ana, Otero and Lincoln, to succeed
Ask for Color Card and Instructive) booklet
Ira A. Abbott of the Second Ju58
Judge
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
H.
H.
W.
Major
Llewellyn, appointed
"THE PAINTY DECORATOR."
U. S .district attorney for New Mexi dicial District in the Pena Blanca ditch
FOR 8 ALE BY
election contest Is of interest, which
co.
gives the Pueblos the right to vote for
Professor Hiram Hadley, of Las Cru- officers In charge of ditches, holding
ces, recently appointed superintend- that
the Indians, have an interent of public instruction, and who vis- est inthey,
the ditch, analagous to that of, a
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
ited the city during the past week, left stockholder In a corporation.
adding goods every day.
for home yesterday. He expects to reWe Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
to
on
turn
the Capital
Tuesday and
New Mexican Ads Pay. Try one.
will qualify as superintendent on the
After you have visited other stores and obtained
15th Instant, relieving Superintendprices, call on us and get our ri,'""
ent Amado Chaves. Mrs. Hadley will
accompany him on his return and both
'
will take up their residence in this
We are here to stay. We are not closing: out
the
city.
stock, bat increasing it every day. This is Fe.
In the parlors of the Palace Hotel
oldest established native curio store in 8anta
If you have any chairs to cane, call
on Wednesday evening, the Misses
business and you will always find us at.
, O. BOX 148 We like the
on
103
E.
C.
at
Guada
Mrs.
entertained
of
STAND
Rlddley
Vandeventer,
Denver,
ready to please you.
the OLD
A delightful lupe 8treet, 8anta Fe, N. M.
whist.
at
informally
ale
Santa Fe, N. M evening was spent, after which dainty
225 "San Francisco St.
The beet place to buy Indian and Mexican Bkmkett, Pottery and Curiae,
mo
vox
A Want Ad will bring you results.
Relice from the Cliff Dwelling. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work,
refreshments were served.
Among
n
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Of the Latest Fabrics.

It's So Easy
e
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Sale

Bargains For Everybody
Goods At Less Than Cost

2

Chas. Wagne Furniture Co

.

Test Us On Your Spring Suit.

NATHAN SALMON
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aily Papers

Books and Stationery
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THE OLD CURIO STORE
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Paints, Oils. Varnishes,
Brushes, Glass, Etc.

fill
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Indian and Mexican Curios
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SMOKERS, THIS WILL INTEREST YOU!

Domestic Cigars
and
The Finest Line of Clear Havana
SANTA FE.
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IRELAND'S PHARMACT
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, March
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mentioned to the President.
yConvict No. 1817, a negrcTh- the
name of Wallace, while working with
the grading gang at the new school
building this morning, was struck upon the head by the heavy scraper lever
and badly injured. He was removed
to the penitentiary hospital.
The Woman's Home and Foreign
Missionary Society of the First Presbyterian Church will hold its annual
meeting at the home of Mrs. F. P.
Crichton, Saturday, March 18th. It is
desired that all moneys due the Society be paid by that date as the annual report must be made.
The Sunday School of the St. John's
Methodist Episcopal Church will meet
at 9:45 a. m., as usual. Public worship at 11 a. m sermon by Rev. W. K.
Wharton. There will be evening service. Prayer meeting will be held on
Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. m. The
Junior League will not meet on Sunday afternoon.
Services at the First Presbyterian
Church on Sunday, March 12, are as
follows: Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.

CERTIFICATES
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SOLD AT PAR.

Territorial Securities on Account

of

Martin Relief Law Bought By S.
Spitz at Favorable Rate.

see fine novelties in Pocket Cut-

If you want to
Yesterday forenoon at 10 o'clock,
Lent is on and the social season is
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
lery, look over our new line, just in. Also our new
accordingly dull.
opened bids for the purpose of selling
line of Razors
Full assortment of spring millinery
territorial certificates of indebtedness
A. Mugler.
Miss
at
had
be
to
to
issued
be
amount
to
of
$50,000
the
already
E. Kahn, traveling for a Denver
by the Territory to carry into effect
the provisions of the Martin Relief
wholesale firm, spent the day here on
We have Rogers Celebrated Table Ware.
Law passed by the Assembly, in acone of his periodical trips.
cordance with the advertisement pubBuying direct from the factory, we have induceJ. F. Moehl, representing a Denver
six
were
case.
in
lished
There
the
brewery, looked after business in his
ments to offer in manicure Sets, Nut Cracks and
bids and after careful consideration
line here during the afternoon.
the certificates were awarded to S.
Picks, and other useful goods.
Deputy U. S. Marshal G. A. Kaseman
at
and
this
of
interest.
Spitz
city
par
of Albuquerque, looked after, official
This was the best bid received. The
busirfess before the U. S. Court here
other five contained conditions that
today.
were deemed obnoxious or too hard
have a line of Ingersoll and
F. L. Lewis, of Trinidad, was in San
on the Territory. Mr. Spitz's bid was
ta Fe today on one of his regular vis
Seth Thomas Watches, from $1 up
the most favorable and hence was
dmiflr
its. He represents a wholesale house
wards.
are
accepted.
useful
promptly
and the boys and girls will appreciate them. Not
They
of that town,
many left. Come early.
Isidoro V. Gallegos, a well to do citi
UNITED STATES
zen of Las Vegas, is here visiting
DISTRICT COURT.
friends and interested in legislative
In the U. S. District Court yesterday
proceedings.
Preaching at 11 a. m., subject: Christ's the case of Benito Maes and Anasta- We can supply you with most anything in the line Sideboards, BufThere will be a meeting of the Last Commission. Junior Endeavor at cio Santistevan, of Taos County,
Woman's Board of Trade in the rooms 2:30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E., at 6:45 p. m. charged with selling liquor to Indians,
fets, China Closets, Music Cabinets, Folding Beds, Dining Chairs, Tables,
at the library on Monday afternoon at Preaching at 7:45 p. m., subject: Un- occupied the time of the court. The
fine
line of Rockers. Also children's Rockers and Chairs.
conscious Loss of Power. Come and case went to the jury at noon. The
2:30 o'clock
8
until
o'clock
out
last
remained
friends.
jury
Mrs. Isabel A. de Tafoya, of Sibley, bring your
e have a rea Farm wagon, miniature size; also Boy's Steel Wagons
A slight accident occurred
to th night, and, not having reached a verSan Miguel County, will arrive in the
diswas
dict
the
that
at
time,
jury
ncycxes, etc., etc.
city this evening for a visit with her branch train on the Santa Fe which
left here at noon to make connections charged by Judge McFie. E. L. Med-ler- ,
mother for few days.
assistant U. S. district attorney,
a low Price on these
make
We
ods to close
C. E. Newcomer, of Albuquerque, with No. 10. In some unknown man
conducted the prosecution and Judge
left
ner
cars
one
of
of
this
train
the
chief deputy sheriff of Bernalillo Coun
20
Also
Sets.
stock.
Toilet
patterns
the track in the yards at Lamy, but N. B. Laughlin represented the defendty, was in town today on business. He was
ants. Edward Nichols, a young man
onto
soon
track
the
gotten
again
rooms
at the Claire
has
Do not delay your purchase until the last, Best comenow
and the train left there at 2 o'clock on indicted at the present term of the
"
Tomas Gonzales, of Abiquiu, a
at
court
the
for
postofflce
robbing
its return to this city.
treasurer and
collector
Lamy a few weeks ago, was arraigned,
Miguel A. Garcia, who was convict and
of taxes of Rio Arriba County, is in
pleaded not guilty. Being without
ed at the present term of the U. S. Dis
town on a visit to friends.
counsel or means to employ one the
Court in this city for stealing
trict
E. H. Souter, of Salado, foreman of
appointed R. A. Hanna, to defend
letter from the
at Tierra court and
set his trial for Monday
the sheep ranches of the Salado Sheep Amarilla and whopostofflce
him,
was sentenced to
Guns for Boys and Bear Hunters.
Company in Guadalupe County, spent one year's imprisonment at the pen! morning next at 10 o'clock.
District Court.
Territorial
the day in town on business.
tentiary, has been placed in confine
The time of the District Court for
The Wallace Club is arranging to ment at that institution. He is 29
the
county of Santa Fe was occupied
to
on
a
the
present play
April years of age and a native of Colorado
public
this
morning in calling the docket and
25th, the proceeds of which are to go
On Wednesday next a big foot race
criminal cases.
setting
for some benevolent purpose.
will be pulled off at Alamosa, Colorado,
court announced to the memThe
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First for a purse of $3,000. Max Lucero, of
bers present that it was likely but a
Presbyterian Church will hold its reg- Mora, who is backed by J. E. Lacome few clays of the term could be devoted
Yesterday afternoon a number of
ular meeting at the home of Mrs. E. of this city, to the extent of $1,500, to
trials on account of insufficient ladies attended the session of the
jury
A. Fiske on Friday, March 17th.
will run against a man by the name of
money in the court fund. The calling House. As the legislature draws to a
P. Moreno, who has been attending Powers, who is backed by a like of the docket, however, developed the close a
great deal of interest is being
the meeting of the Board of Pharm- amount by Alamosa parties. The race fact that but few cases were set for manifested in its deliberations and
acy, of which he is a member, has re- has created a great deal of interest jury trial, the lawyers being only too the floor and galleries will probably be
And will be pleased to show you through our establishment.
Excursions will be run into Alamosa
turned to his home in Las Cruces.
willing to confide the interests of their filled with visitors from now until the
40 4& 9 Goods sold on easy payments 3 j& &
The Annual of the New Mexico W. on that date from Silverton and Sali clients to the judge without the end. J
its intervention of a
C. T. U. which has been published and da. This is the biggest race of
jury.
The grand jury adjourned this morn
is now in circulation, shows much Im- kind to be pulled off in the southwest
Today a joint steering committee
for a number of years. The distance
until Monday, as there were no from the Council and House was ap
All
Q
ing
provement and progress in the work. will be 100
tk
to
3 Q ft
take
the
winner
yards,
more witnesses present to be exam pointed and will have charge of all bills S.
S.
J.
Garcia, a well known citizen of all the money.
ined. The petit jury was also ad- that are to be reported for action, favBernalillo County, registered at the
McFie until Monday orably and unfavorably.
This was
Claire yesterday from Albuquerque. RAILROAD BUILDING IN COLFAX journed by Judge
to expedite business as
in
done
order
morning.
He came to pay a visit to legislative
A grading outfit of eighty men ar
but four days of the session are left.
halls.
rived at Raton last week from Denver
WATER SUIT.
J. E. Wood, field secretary of the and is now at work throwing up the
The hearings in the Colorado-Kansa- s
The Governor today announced havNew
Mexico Christian
Endeavor grade for the Santa Fe, Raton and water suit are to be resumed at Little ing signed Council Bill No. 79, An Act
Union, has again taken the field after Eastern Railway. Work was com Rock, Arkansas,
to incorporated towns; Counby Commissioner
a few day's rest. He filled an appoint- menced in Sugarite Canon, six miles Granville A. Richardson of Roswell. relating
cil Bill No. 89, An Act providing for a 4
jUi
ment at Alamogordo on the 8th
east of Raton. The road is to be ten On March 20, the hearings are to be compulsory flag law; Council Substimiles long, from Raton to Johnson's resumed at Denver, Colorado.
fk -- Jt-t
j'U
tute for House Bill No. 46, An Act reMesa to exploit the extensive coal
J. L, Gresham, of Zuni, who went-tto
of
estates;
lating
appraisement
Have your stationery printed by the Council Joint Resolution No. 8, the
Enterprise, Kansas, a week ago, re- beds underlying the mesa. Trains are
turned to Santa Fe yesterday, en to be running by June 1 of this year.
by the New Mexican Printing Com printing resolution.
route to Zuni. Mr. Gresham is taking
pany.
a bride home with him and today was ANARCHY IS REIGNING
Miss Matilda Gallegos, of Las VeSan Francisco Street.
Telephone No. z6.
who is a competent stenographer,
gas,
setting up the cigars to his friends. I
SUPREME IN SAMAR
MARKET REPORT.
is a candidate for the position of
St. Petersburg, March 11. Advices
Miss Ida Clothier has returned from
translator of the Spanish reports and
Velarde, New Mexico, where she was ' from Samar say that anarchy is reignMONEY AND MET.. I
documents into the English language,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ritchel, who iaS there. Authorities are passive in
WHOIESALEJAND RETAIL DEALERS IS
out
New York, March 11. Monev on call, preparatory to their printing. Nearly
conduct the Baptist Mission at that the race or the most appalling
no loans. Prima mercantile every member of the Assembly has
point. Miss Clothier has now gone to.1 rages. A great number of people have nominal,
4V per cent. Silver 58.
3
signed a petition asking her appointPrescott, Arizona, where she will pre-- ! been killed by bands of roughs and no paper
New York, March 11. Lead and cop ment and in her favor.
one ventures out into the streets.
sent her work on Sunday, March 19.
per quiet and unchanged.
GRAIN.
,
H. S. Kaune of this city, last night
Council Bill No. 120, the appropria
WANTED To buy good second
received a telegram from Major Fred- Chicago, March 11, Close, Wheat, tion bill, was introduced by Councilerick Muller, at Washington, stating hand bicycle. Or will trade good gold May, 115$$; July. 91$.
man Martin this forenoon. It is a
We now have a full line of
(Jorn, Mav, 48; July, 48 .
that the rumor of his appointment as watch. Apply New Mexican office.
bill covering 29 printed
comprehensive
Oats, May, 31$; July, 31.
governor had absolutely no foundation
considbeen
has
carefully
pages. It
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
and that the subject had never been
Adrertise your business. It pavs.
Goods,
ered and prepared in every detail and
Pork. Mav 812 52$; July, 812.67$.
without
it
would
looks
as
if
it
pass
Lard, May6 97$; July, 87.12-2- .
The finance commuch amendment.
Ribs. May, 86.80; July, 6.97$.
A full line of
Houses
have been
both
of
mittees
"VOOL MARKET.
ten
or
week
last
for
the
upon it
&
St. Louis, Mo., March 11. Wool, is busy
days.
and
unchanged.
steady
a
Also
full line of
Territory ard western medium, T.l (
18.
83; fine medium, 18
81; fine, 17
Judge A. V. Logan of Artesia, who
STOCK MARKET8.
spent the week here endeavoring to
New York, March II. Closing stocks. have another bill creating the county
to push it
Atchison,
pfd., 103; New York of Artesia introduced and
Will have everything for
for his
left
to
passage,
yesterday
Central, 101; Pennsylvania,
146;
Southern Pacific, 70; Union Pacihc, southern home. The judge found that
1 34 3b ;
ofd., 100; AmalgametedJ Copper, what he desired could not be done.
H0; U. S. Steel, 37; pfd., 96.
Councilman Charles L. Ballard, who reI IVE STOCK.
turned yesterday from Washington
Such as
Kansas City, Mo., March 11. Cattle and who is the representative from the
Council district in which the new
receipts, 30u unchanged.
Turkeys, Geese, Duckt, Chickens, Booth's Fresh Oysters, Fresh
Great waves of heavy hair !
Native steers, 84.00 (w 85.75; southern county is to be located, has been
Shrimps, Celery, Lettuce,' Radishes. In Fruit: Naval Or84.75; southern cows,
steers, 83.50
the plan from the very first
Oceans of flowing tresses!
2.35
83.65; native cows and heifers, against
anges, Apples, Bananas, Imported Malaga Grapes, Caliacto
favorable
consent
2.00
84.75; stockers and feeders, and would not
fornia Grapes, Strawberries, Fancy Imported and
Beauty, elegance, richness !
83.00
84.65; bulls, 82.50 (ti 84.10; tion at this time. It is the opinion of
California Figs. Nuts and Candies, Etc., Etc.
for
time
fed
the
western
Ballard
that
Councilman
steers,
$3.00
86.25;
calves,
CO
fed
$3.
western
a
84.00
cows,
85.25;
the creafton of this new county has
84.40.
feeds the
not yet arrived. Judge Logan left for
Vigor is a hair-foo- d.
Sheep receipts none nominal.
with a much better opinion of
home
85.65: lambs, 86 50;
Muttons, 84.75
all
and
is
it.
Mexico legislature than he
New
to
the
86 65;
5.45
grows.
(3 87.35; range wethers.
had when he arrived. He found nearfed ewes, 84.75 (3 85,35.
it is a
to
hair, giving 200Chicago, March li Cattle receipts, ly all of them, with probably one exsteady.
ception, to be alright, straightforward
Uood to prime steers, 35.15
the
follicles
$6.25; and fair. The people of Carlsbad and
is why
and
NIC3-KOPEN- $1 80; stockers
poor to medium, $3.75
need not
therefore
of
County
Eddy
80
feeders
$2
and
cows,
$2.50
84.65;
it checks falling
untoward legislation during
so promptly.
Best 25c meal in the city. First Class Service, Evrytblnf neat sod clean.
$5.00 canners, fear any
84.60; heifers, 83.00
Right
$4.25 the remainder of the session.
82.40; bulls, 82.50
$1 60
Everytblof In Season. Kansas City Meats. Snort Orders
As a
soft and smooth
here it is well to remark that the next
$7.00.
calves, $3;u0
Served any time Day and Night.
V
Sheep receipts, 2,000 strong to steady. time they should endeavor to send a
Good to choice wethers, 85.60
and prevents
86.10; Republican to represent them in the
at
G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
fair to choice mixed, $4.70
$5.40; House from that district.
Had by tb J. o. Ayr Co., LowU. Xaaa.
86. 0u; native
western sheep, $5.00
354 San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.
Alto manuAwturan of
87.60; western lambs,1
lambs, $6.00
ATEB'8 CHBRRT raCTORAI-Fo- r
ATBR'S PILLS--For
coaghi.
constipation.
Advertise, it pays.
ATBK'8 8A88ArAIUIJA For tht blood.
50.00
$7. t0.
ATBR'B AGUE CURB-F- or
malaria UrUfM.

Silver Ware.

Watches.

We

Furniture.

j

Wa&OnS.

i

yu

Beautiful Lamps.

LEGISLATIVE
POINTERS

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

Fine Line of New Furniture,
Queensware, Etc.

kinds of Second

frmniip

KANSAS-COLORAD-

i

s
Jill il iirvTmtfn

Hand HouschoIdGoods
Fine Picture Molding,

Matting, etc.

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at

vey low price.

o

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Ffotif Hay and Grain.

j

'

Monarch Canned
Fancy Corn. Peas,
Mince
Meat, Etc.
Asparagus,
Richel ieu CannedGoods

Richelieu Coffee

Curtice Bros.' Blue Label CannedlGoods and
Their Celebrated Preserves.

2;

DINNER EVERY DAY

It
Ayer's Hair
hair
there
the hair
That's
And
the
splendid tonic
hair
tone
strength. This
hair
dressing, it keeps the hair
the ends.
splitting

COROpDO CAPE & RESTURAUT
DAY AND

T

,

.

fos?
Come and See Us

.

B
Look for the Red Front

i

i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, March
And many other rjainful and serious
ailment from wiiich most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
"MnrWa Crlii.ri
J
Tl.;
x ins
riicuui
gicui icmeuy
to women, carrying
TniwiiKi
critical
through their most
with Rnftv an A nr
Kb woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
Bad insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is

MAS

suso neaitny. strong ana

food naturea. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
Its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in. plain
.
i
i
i
jj
mvuopc uy witnessing
application
Cradflek) Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga. U

SNOWFALL BULLETIN.
Report of New Mexico .Section,
mate and Crop Service, U. S.
partment of Agriculture.

.CliDe-

Santa Fe, N. M., March 9, 1905.
The snowfall during February was
abundant throughout the Territory and
the vast amount of snow which fell
during the several preceding months
in the higher altitudes and numerous
mountain ranges was materially Increased, and it Is believed an ample
supply of water for the coming season
Is now assured.
In general the snow
was evenly distributed and compact
in the higher valleys but In the can
yons It was drifted and varied in depth
from two or three to thirty-flvfeet or
more. The average depth In the high
er mountains of the Rio Grande water- shed was thirty-thre- e
inches; over the
San Juan watershed in the northwest,
twenty-twinches. The reports from
the mountains of the Canadian water
shed in the northeast portion showed
an average depth of seventeen inches,
while the reports from the Pecos and
southeast and the San Francisco and
the Gila in the southwest, averaged
twenty-tw- o
and twenty-fou- r
inches, re
spectively.
The heavy snows and rains kept the
soil thoroughly soaked and towards
the close of the month many streams
were at flood tide and all were flowing
quite freely, and the lakes and water
holes upon mesas and plains were
e

UBfllbUUUy

o

Help for Mothers

III
Mrs.

Vincent

Any woman who is suffering disordered

menstruation, bearing down pains, nervousness, or whose life is made desolate by
barrenness, can have the same relief Mrs.
Vincent secured, by taking Wine of Cardui
in the privacy of her home. No physician's
treatment necessary. This pure Wine commends itself to every suffering woman.

Will you go to your druggist todry and
Little child.
secure the same relief Mrs. Vincent writes
about? When the stomach. bowe:s or
should be used
liver are affected. Thedford's

J)

filled.

The following remarks are from re
ports of correspondents and are of in

terest:

(J, J 905.

Elizabeth town G. B. Beebe Snow
compact; drifted; outlook better than
for years. Springer G. D. Parrlsh
Drifted but compact; outlook better
than for past seven years. Cimarron
Wra. French Evenly distributed
north sides mountains still covered
Cleveland D. Cassidy Drifted and
compact; canyons full; outlook never
better. Lucero Mary Lodge Drifted
melting and being absorbed; springs
and waterholes tilled. Ocate N. Weil
Onlv in drifts: outlook good. Albert
H. M. Hanson Snow all melted
excellent
ground full of moisture;
range Drospects. Puerto F. Walthen
Evenly distributed, loose and melt
Rociada F. J. Cutler Snow
ing.
drifted In canyons; water supply best
for several years; streams now full
Hadley J. M. Bell Snow several
feet deep, compact and drifted ; tweninches fell during month.
Pecos Watershed and Southeast
Las Vegas Wm. C. Bailey In can
yons snow drifted; on mesas evenly
distributed; snow melting and streams
high; water supply ample for future,
Glorieta G. A. Viles Ground soaked
to depth of two feet; snow on north
slopes several feet; best outlook for
Glencoe F. B. Coe Snow
years.
evenly distributed and outlook water
supply good; rivers high. Ft. Stanton
Geo. Buntin Snow in compact state
and very evenly distributed; prospects
Lower Penasco
very encouraging.
F. Walters Snow evenly distributed
and compact; abundance of water.
Ground
Brice F. B. Schermerhorn
well soaked and range will be excel
lent. Cloudcroft Dr. T. A. Haxby
Canyons contain an abundance of snow
on north sides.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
1905

Attorneys at Law.
MAX.

Santa Fe,

Attorney

Suu Moo Tuen Wed Thar Frl

FR08T,

at Law,
New

M- -.

oo.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.

WILLIAM H. iH. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District Attorney for Dona And,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun- tios Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. E SLEY,
Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico.
.and and Mining Business a Specialty.

A.

Undertaker and

funeral Director
RSIIf
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SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL. W. M
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary,

A.

J. Fischer, Secretary.

IMPROVED

RDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. R. M.,
meets every Thursday evening at Odd
Fellows' Hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.

FREE.
.

16

It

fr

I CURED f,lY RUPTURE

I .1

11

E. C. ABBOTT,
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A M. Regular con
Attorney at Law,
vocation second Monday
Practices in the District and SuIn each month at Mason
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
tention given to all business.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
the Counties of
District Attorney
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Saa A THUR SEL1CMAN, Secretary.
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
EDWARD C. WADE,
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
Attorney at Law,
month at Masonic Hall, at
Practices in All the Courts.
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C
"Mining Capes and Mineral Patents a
W. E. GRIFFIN. R oorder.
Specialty."
New Mexico.
Las Cruces
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Attorney at Law,
Judicial
Second
for
Pythias.
Regular meeting every Tues(District Attorney
day evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
District.)
Practices in the District Courts and corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Wathe .Supreme Court of the Territory, ter Street. Visiting Knights given a
also before the United States Supreme cordial welcome.
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
Court in Washington. Albuquerque,
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
New Mexico.
R. II. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
A. B. RENEHAN,
I. O. O. F.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Court. Mining and Land Law a
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build
meets every Friday evening In Odd
ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, '.J. M.
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
G. W. PRICHARD,
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEORGE W. KNAEBEL, N. G
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
and gives special attention to cases
B. P. O. ZLK8.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M.
Santa Fe Lod No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds Its regular seesion on the second
EMMETT PATTON,
and fourth Wednesdays oi each month.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico. Visiting brothers are invited and welOffice Over Citizen's National Bank. come
A. L. MORRISON, Jr., E. It.

-

n

V

10

.

Gal-lin-

P. HOGLE

8

8

H

'

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law,

Hl

i
8

BENJAMIN M. REAU,
Attorney at Law,
- New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Block.

San Juan and Northwest Watershed.
Arboles, Colorado B. A. Rodriguez
Black-Draug- ht
(Continued on Page Seven.)
Abundance of snow in mountains. Emmert Wist Snow evenly distributed,
very solid, melting slowly. Rosa B
PENITENTIARY BIDS.
A. Candelario Plenty in mountains
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1905.
Bloomfleld W.
No
A.
Ballinger
Sealed proposals will be received by
No. 933 Mission St., San Fkancisco, Cal., Dec. 9, 1903.
shortage water coming season anticiI am happy and pleased to attest to the value of Wine of Cardui for pros- Some danger damage high the Board of New Mexico Penitentiary
pated.
Commissioners at the office of the su
mothers. I took it for three months before my darlinp baby came and
waters. Fruitland C. J. Collyer- Fective
so little pain I felt I was an exception. The child is happy and
imperintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., on
Ranges well soaked; roads almost
healthy and the sunshine of my life. I had hardly any trouble after she was
March 20, 1905, for furnishing
Monday,
WoodFort
John
passable.
Wingate
housework
and
feeling
born, and after eleven days was up doing my entire
at the New Mexico pen
and
delivering
1
seventeen
since
of
About
because
the
of
gate
am the envy my neighbors
years
better than I had felt for years.
1
country received such a soaking, itentiary the supplies hereinafter men
unusually healthy child I nave and because I never had a sick day myself.
Roads almost impassable. Guam H. tioned, or so much thereof as the board
give the entire credit to wine or uaraui,
for I was sicklv, pale and thin before I took
Newmann Lots of snow; prospects may deem sufficient. Payment for
it, but since I nave used it I have been in
water supply better than for years. said supplies will be made in cash. De
health, have gained fourteen
perfect
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr Plenty but livery of all supplies except perish
Sunnyside Mother's Club
pounds and enjoy life as never before.
able articles must be as directed by
drifted and melting fast.
the superintendent.
Rio Grande Watershed.
Samples will be required of all ar
El Vado E. Schafranka Snow dis
ticles marked with an asterisk, and
a
water
prospects good.
appearing;
Gavino Chavez
Drifted into these should be labeled, showing name
creeks and canyons. Abundance 0f of bidder, price, etc., and must be de-livered to the superintendent not later
water.
Hopewell Levi Reynolds- Snow drifted compact and settled. than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly in ac
Cerro Carlos de
Herrera Several
with the conditions on blank
cordance
feet; very deep in mountains. Ojo
Caliente A. Joseph Evenly distrib proposals, which will be furnished by
uted in valleys but in mountains drift the superintendent on application; no
are bid otherwise made will ,be enter
ed into canyons.
Indication
streams will be highest since 1891. tained. A bond will be required from
AXJSTBO
Penasco Ramon Sanchez Snow ev- - all successful bidders for the faithful
y.
Osteop
fulfillment of contracts within ten days
enly distributed and very compact, in- Seat
mtmWMMAUtOL Mgfct CaSs
suring abundance of water. QuestaDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
25,000 lbs. flour.
A. J. Gomez Snow melting
fast;
Osteopath.
5,000 lbs. beans.
RESIDENCE
streams high. Taos A. Clouthier
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
lbs.
oattlakes.
1,000
Evenly distributed; drifted into can
Successfully treats acute and chronic
500 lbs. evaporated peaches.
yons, some places fifteen feet deep;
diseases without drugs or
500 lbs. raisins.
compact and going off slowly; outlook
medicines.
500 lbs. rice.
fine. Trampas B, A. Romero Melt
No charge for consultation.
30 cases laundry soap.
ing quite rapidly; soil good condition.
I Will Show You How to Cure Yours
'Phone 166.
m..
Hours:
p. m.
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
Tres Piedras Felix
Grant Snow
500
lbs. K. C. baking powder.
melting fast; will be unusually prosDentists.
6 cases Cal. fruits, assorted.
for
and
stockmen
farmers
perous
year
was
I
for
from a double rupture.
helpless and . .
years
6
cases
corn.
canned
cuum uoiu. xroctors saia. i. would die ir not operated ou. Golden J. B. Livesay Drifted but
DR. C. N. LORD,
"
100 lbs. laundry starch.
I fooled them all and cured myself by a simple discovery. I will quite evenly distributed.
Hobart W.
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
100
soda.
lbs.
sal
eua me cure iree Dy man u you write for It. It cured me and has H. Hough Plenty of water assured for
Store, South Side o? Plaza.
25 cases roasted coffee.
siuue curea uioussdui. u win cure you. Write
Capt.W.A irrigation. Pojoaque Petra L. Boquet
4 barrels syrup.
(jonmgs, ttox B30, watertown, W. Y.
Plenty of water; ground wet depth
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
100 lbs. baking soda.
outlook excellent.
eighteen inches;
50
cans.
lbs.
lb
lard
2,500
compound
San Pedro N. J. Stumquist Snow fell
JAY TURLEY,
180 lbs. tea.
on 21 days in February; ground soaked
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
coarse.
lbs.
2,000
salt,
to bedrock. Santa Fe Frank Owen
Irrigation W?rh a Specialty
5 cases matches.
Abundance of snow in mountains;
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
5 cases Greenwich lye.
ground thoroughly saturated ; Santa Fe
Santa Fe, N. M.
1 gross scrub brushes.
river running eighteen million gallons
1 gross brooms.
in 24 hours.
Ml DOS W MINERAL WATERS j Jt MAfl. WDERS KOMmr FUJI
G. A. COLLINS,
500 lbs. peas, dried.
Bland B. H. Shaw Snow compact;
Tat Trash
Prea Om Wttk to a CrM.
Civil
and
Engineer,
Irrigation
The
Board
of
New
Mexico
Peniten
evenly distributed; water supply in
Surveying and Mapping.
Commissioners
reserves
the
tiary
ML
right
Santa
GtwilaJtrpe Street,
abundance assured.
Phone No. 33.
Fe, N.
Hagan C. W,
Estimates Furnished.
Fairfield Snow melting rapidly; arro- - to reject any and all bids.
112 8an Francisco SU, 8anta Fe, N. M.
in suDmiumg Dids for above sup
yos running; ground thoroughly soaked
ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.
Estancia IL B. Hawkins Warm plies, bidders should write plainly on
Architects.
rains melted snow off plains and low envelope the following: "Bids for sup
HOLT & HOLT.
foot hills; considerable yet in higher plies for New Mexico penitentiary,"
Architects and Civil Engineers.
mountains. Mountainair J. W. Cor- with name or names of bidder or bid
bett Snow melted except in higher ders, to avoid the opening of same by
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
mountains ; outlook never better. Kett- mistake.
' ByA order of
the Board of New Mex planned and ' superintended. Office
ner S.
Horabin Snow
melting; ico Penitentiary Commissioners.
streams running for several days,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas
H. O. BURSUM,
All Kinds of Building Material.
Phone 94.
m. sanuovai Ground very
iviarquez
Superintendent.
wet and snow about gone. Ssfh Rafael
CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
Samples may be sent separately,
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
C. M. Grover Evenlv distributed:
duly marked and numbered, to the su
Architect.
moaeraieiy solid m mountains; pros perintendent.
First National Bank Block,
pects for water good. Patterson Jas.
Patterson Snow drifted and compact
Albuquerque, N.
Delivered to any part of the City.
on northern slopes; outlook for water
R. M. NAKE,
better than for several years. RoseTRANSFER AND STORAGE
Architect and Builder.
We Haul Everything that is Movable.
dale j. A. McDonald Snow evenly
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
distributed on nearby mountains. Sher
Phoro 35 Santa Fe
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N M man w. H. Acklin Snow melting;
plenty of water.
New Mexico Civil Code handsome
San Francisco and Gila.
ly bound in sheep, per copy $1.00, for
Alma M. E. Coates Evenly distrib
sale by the New Mexican Printing
uted; compact; better outlook for wat-er supply than for years past. Frisco
Company. Copies will be sent by mall
J. R. Milligan Plenty of snow In
pon the receipt of sum as above, to
address desired.
almost
mountains;
any
rains
dally
during
Are Bare indications of soma form of stomach
month
In
rivers
than
valley;
higher
trouble, mnousness or a Dad liver. Malaria will
known heretofore. Cliff W. A. Heathnext overtake yon. Don't risk it, and above all,
Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
er Almost continuous rains. Red- don't take calomel or q'linine both are dangerous
the New Mexican Printing Com
by
rock Louis Champie No snow In valpany.
ley; plenty of rain. Steeple Rock
Sanford Robinson Very heavy accum
ulation of snow in Mogollon mounhas all their virtues none of their
tains, said to be twenty-fiv- e
to thirty-fiv- e
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
THE
AND
feet in depth, and may cause unregularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condiusual rise in Gila river.
WITH
tion, Head off biliousness, headaches,
Canadian Watershed.
liver ills, keep yon in good health.
Aurora J. C. Lucero Snow drifted
TRY IT
in canyons and timber; compact; water
.
cHiCHttTtvre cnqlism
30c sx Bottle.
An Druggleta.
Bell J. TJtton Snow
supply good.
water
In
all
melting
rapidly;
running
For 8aU by FISCHER DRUG) CO., 8ami
draws and low places. Black Lake
0UGHS and
HuKSArE. Alwy.r.ll.bl.. LtdlttDtuM
60c
1.00
G. Martinez
Free Trial.
Evenly distributed on
l KEV -- nd Sold m.liK'o bom, mM
m
Tke m nkiri BaftiM
fl with Mat ribbon.Sub.tltutloM
mountains; drifted in canyons and valu4 laUtf.
SkWiWifimi
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
B"7
Dril, or nad 4a.
leys; prospects excellent. Dorser
ror
THROAT and LTJNC TBOUB
muh
W. C. Barnes Snow melted except
j
MRllrfbrI.adla,Mrir,brn.
TomibodIoii. soldkf
taraMaU. ".
LE3, or KONXT BACK.
on north hill sides and deep canyona,
fM.bwtfi Caawjlial O- aDruftliu.
MMWIUm

WINE or CARDUI

cTWarch. 1905

FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gacpar Avenue. Visiting
fraters welcome.
GABINO P.ENDON,
Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA, Treasurer.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities.

Bvery piece of

Our solicitor:

work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west

-

' DOORS

Santa Fe

Filip

anl

Jewelry Mannfactnrinji Co.

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COALS

JTbos?AAvulHcadacks

HERBIWE

KILL1"" COUCH
CURE

LUNC8

r. King's

How Discovery

TO-DA-

Ei

New Mexican Advertising Pays

FORt:

!. ;'

tf

Silver

trold

Filiree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

LaughllD Building, Don SiSDar Avense.

SsCsAsOyC

Smutuj

BUILDING &l

LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will aesiat yon to

Own Your Own Home

I

Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent Into the Building A Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

The Association has on hand money
to loan on desirable property.

For particular, call on ir add res
the secretary,
R. J. CRICHTON,
BUT

BLOCK,

8AHTA

II, N. 1
fet

Santa Fefvew Mexican, Saturday. March

SNOWFALL BULLETIN.

READ ALL THIS.

A POLICE OF

You Never Know the Moment When
This Information May Prove of
Infinite Value.

Life Ifisurance

cured of painful, annoying and Itching
piles. Know then that Doan's Ointment Is a positive remedy for all Itchiness of the skin, for piles, eczema, etc.
One application relieves and soothes.
Read this testimony of Its merit:
Brother Fabian of St. Michael's college, says: "I am convinced that Doan's
Ointment has merit. It was used with
success In a case which came under my
observation, the authenticity of which
f will be pleased to give in a personal
Interview out of Idle curiosity, but
with
If my interviewer really suffers
any form of skin disease and wishes to
know what means to adopt to get relief. In the meantime I have no hesitancy in advising residents of Santa Fr
to go to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's
Ointment if they require Its use for
any purposes Indicated."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster MHburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
agents for the United States. Remember the name, Doan's, and take no

NEVEE DECLINES IN VALUE'
It is always worth jits face value at maturity.

It

may beworth

MORE
LESS

It can Tneverbe worth

That is. if it is taken In a good company tAnd there
are many good companies, BUT THE EUIT-ABL- E
;
is the strongest in the
WORLD.

L

MRS.

Issuance

Life

The Equitable

fir

Agent.

Havana

Havana Brands,
DEFENDER,

Domestic

Cips

Domestic Brands,
PRIDE OF SANTA FE,
AND

COLOMBO,
CUBAN PLANTATION.

GOLD SEAL,

WHOLESALE

R

E.

G-

-

SON LIT

Avenue.

Factory 235 Washington

Ha ve your

stationery printed by
Mexican Printing Company.

PROPER

KANAUER,

?

'

OFFICE CLAIRE HOTEL.

Clearing Sale!
To make room for new Sqring Stock all
goods marked down to bargain prices
I carry a large line of men's hats and furnishings, Clothing dry goods, hoots and shoes,
ladies furnishings Children Clothing incfod-ing- s
sweaters, Caps, shoes and etc. My entire line ot Carpets, and Rags, will he sold
Cheap. My Store has been moved from the
Catron Block to store room occupied by A.
C. Ireland's Drag store on San Francisco St.

MRS.

MEW

Tn

THE

e Albaqaervae Dwit

ZEIGER

t

QUICKEL

A BOTHE,

OF

PNEU

Pneumonia is too dangerous a dls
ease for anyone to attempt to doctor
himself, although he may have the
proper remedies at hand. A physician
should always be called. It should be
borne in mind, however, that pneumonia always results from a cold or
from an attack of the grip, and that by
giving Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
the threatened attack of pneumonia
may be warded off. This remedy Is
also used by physicians in the treatment of pneumonia with the best results. Dr. W. J. Smith, of Sanders,
Ala., who is also a druggist says of It:
i"I have been selling Chamberlain's
'
Cough Remedy and prescribing it in
1
my practice for the past six years.
use it in cases of pneumonia and have
always gotten the best results." Sold
by all druggists.

Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
by the New Mexican Printing

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA.

Wkn

STRIKES HIDDEN ROCKS.
When your ship of health strikes the
hidden rocks of Consumption, Pneumonia, etc., you are lost, if you don't
get help from Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. J. W. McKin-non.o- f
Talladega Springs, Ala., writes:
"I had been very ill with pneumonia
under the care of two doctors, but
was getting no better when I began to
take Dr. King'" New Discovery. The
first dose gave relief, and one bottle
cured me." Sure cure for sore throat,
bronchitis, coughs, and colds. Guaranteed at Fischer's Drug Co. Price 50c,
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

BOTH
Read the New Mexican and you will
obtained by advertising in the "New
Llexhrra."

orgt

i

RHEUMATISM
INFLAMMATORY
CURED.
William Shaffer, a brakeman of
Ohio, was confined to his bed
for several weeks with inflammatory
rheumatism. "I used many remedies,"
he says. "Finally I sent to McCaw's
drug store for a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm, at which time I was
unable to use hand or foot, an J in one
week's time was able to go to work as
clam.". For sale by all
happy as
druggists.

Proprietors.

Den-niso-

dub Room nad
Millml

Corner
AXSUQUBB.QUS

EiHUrd Hall Attached.

a4 Second

A'

DJSAXBRIN

and

Repair of Fine

Fainted

Watchei-an-

dlan

d

3

MANUNACTURBR OP

Mexican Filigree

Clock Jewelry

Hail

Street
NEW MEXICO

-

H. C. Yontz
Watclies,

JEWELRY

Qiu.

Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

Goods.

Fresh Flowers all

'
Fresh Fruits in Season!

the Timel

FRUITS AND FLO WEKS

The Clarendon Garden
Sen Mlgu'1
--

8"ee.

Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

rilT FLOWERS

A

DECORATIONS

FLORAL DESIGNS
is

Fruitlund
Koi t W innate

La Boca

BIO bli.NDB.

Tiampas
Tres Piedras

U.d

0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
4.0

McKlnley.

Guam
Manueito

ElVado
Galliua
Hopewell
Truchaa
Cerro
Custillo
Ojo Caliente..
I'enasco
Questa
Taos

.

Rio Arriba.

,

p. o. Bos

10.0
18.1

8.0

Taoi..

S.O
3.1

4.0
8.0
8.0

'

15.0

H.I
4.0

Valdez
Golden
Hobart
Pojoaque
San Pedro

20.0
0.0
19

0.0

Sandoval

16.
86.

6.
6(i!

80.
12.

8.
4.
30.
Utf.

.

..

.. . Torrance..
Valencia.. ..

0 0:

8.0
3.0
0.0
12.0

T
5.0
1.0:

Socorro.

0.0
9.0
0.0,

T
0.0

Grant.

15.
48.
48.
24.
12
12

80

ta.

'"

Socorro

Grant
Colfax

Bell

.

i

3.0
0.0
0.0
8.0

Springer

Chacon
Cleveland
Halls Peak
Ledonx
Luoero
)cate
Sauz
Hadley
Roriada
Albert

Mora.

0 0
0.1

3.0
T
0.0
0

Puerto

PK( 08 AMI
SOUTHEAST
Las Vf gas

Fort Stanton

0.0
0 0

Black ake
Cimarron
Doraey
Elizabethtown
Raton

Willis
Glorieta
Coloniag
Puitada.
Glencoe

0.0
0.0
0.0

San Miguel
Union.
Quay..
San Miguel.

Santa Fe ...
!"'

'"'

x'lcachn
l ower Penasco
Brioe
Cloudcroft

Leonard W.

Lincoln

4,0
T
0.0
12.0

T
0.0
10.0
0 01
12.01

0.0
4.0
8.0
12.0

'6.0

Chaves.
Otero.. .

10.0
0.1

12.0

In- -

Have your stationery printed by the
New Mexican Printing Company.
THE COLONEL'S WATERLOO.
Colonel John M. Fuller, of Honey
Grove, Texas, nearly met his Waterloo,
from Liver and Kidney trouble. In a
recent letter, he says: 'Twas nearly
dead, of these complaints,' and, although I tried my family doctor, he did
me no good; so I got a 50c bottle of
your great Electric Bitters,, which
cured me, I consider them the best
medicine on earth and thank God who
gave you the knowledge to make
them." Sold and guaranteed to cure,
Dyspepsia, Biliousness and Kidney Disease, by Flspher Drug Co., at 60c a
v
bottle.

(

3

Manager for branch of
contemplate opening here In
Fe. Address with reference,

WANTED
fice we

Santa

The Morris Wholesale
nati, O.

House, Cincin

12.

tiJ.
M
36
43

M
48
10
30.
60
24
24
40.
18
24.
18.
3,

AND GILA.

Frisco
Steeple Rock
CANADIAN.
Aurora

1-- 2

t6.

B.O

Santa Fe.

Santa Fe

Alma

16.0
1.0

Ins

Furnished or unfurnished rooms at
338 Water
Street. The rooms are
comfortably furnished and rent low.
I have for sale a small tract of fine
agricultural lands with water rights
miles from the city towards
about 2
Agua Frla.
I will also sell at a bargain a
Interest in the Santa Fe Abstract Company. Apply to Atanacio Romero,
338 Water Street, City.

60.
12

u.
14

8.0
40.0
30.0
8.0
3n.u
6.U

3u.u
12.0
fcft.O

4.0
16. u

6.0
42.0
lo.O
U.O
14

36.0
36.0
ft.O

12.0
24.0

WANTED Representative In each
district; salary $20 and expenses paid
weekly. Old established house; bus!
ness successful; work easy; position
permanent; experience not essential
Manager, 855 Como Block, Chicago.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
a short time we will pay 4c a pound
for clean rags. New Mexican Printing
Company.

"Equal if not superior to any instru
I have had occasion to use.
Barron Berthold.
t
"Shows such superiority of workmanship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
"Grand and resonent in tone and delightfully sweet and tender."
Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too highly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." R. Watkin Mills.
"I find your pianos wonderfully synl
pathetic for accompanying the voice.'
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest Rstisf action to
me. I consider them second to none."
Dav'd Frangcon Davle.
"I think it capable of the fullest ex
pression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among the
very best pianos of the day." Emlle

ment

Sauret

"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charme with Its
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Tilletsen.
"Their tone Is sweet as well as resoWANTED Reliable man manage nant. Are rema ably adapted for acbranch office for large manufacturer. companying the voice." Clementine
Salary to start $1,800 per year and ex- de Vere Sapio.
tra commissions.
must
Applicant
"Your pianos embody Fweetness and
have good reference and $2,000 cash, richness of tone,
splendid carrying
capital secure. Experience unneces power and excellent action." Ross
WANTED

Ten men in each state

to travel, tack signs and distribute
samples and circulars of our goods.
Salary $75 per month. $3 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept S., At
las Building, Chicago.

sary. Address Supt. 708
Commerce, Detroit, Mich.

Chamber

Olltzka.
THE STORY A CLARK4 PIANO CO.
HELP WANTED Male Energetic Employ only expert workmen and ncr
workers everywhere to distribute cir piece work er contract work Is dona
culars, samples and advertising mat- In their factories.
ter. Good pay. No canvassing.
Co
They have won renown on two con-t- .
of
tents for excellence ar.d
operative Advertising Co., New York.

their instruments.

THE

BUSY BEES of Guadalupe i Prices and terms most liberal.
0.0 Parish will give a sale
and supper
Call on the General Agent for New
2.0
0.0 during Easter week. A large number Mexico,
31.0 of ladies' and children's
garments will
be sold at a bargain.
12.0

$20.00

salary, expenses naid
J. B. SLOAN,
to energetic ladies to represent
Acting Section Director, tablished house, solid financial
ing. Headquarters at home:
ence unnecessary; work easy.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
ger, 850, Como Block, Chicago.
Palace:

Read What Accomplished Musicians
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.

C. S.

Dawe, J. Gray, L. M
Stern, Denver; J. A. Maboney. Dem
ing; Mrs. J. N. Lester and children,
Elmwood, California; C. L. Ballard.
Roswell; George Wight and brother,
Folsom; Louis A. Cartier and wife,
Ashland, Wisconsin; Mrs. A. E. Car-tieLudington, Wisconsin.
Claire: E. H. Souter, Salado; E. C.
Pettijohn, Watrous; E. Kahn, C. E.
Hoban, Max Klein, J. F. Moehl, Denver; F. L. Lewis, Trinidad; G. A. Kase-maG. S. Garcia, C. E. Newcomer,
Silver
Albuquerque; Jo E. Sheridan,
Rollin
City; B. C. Speer, Espanola;
Ritter, J. B. Harper, Durango; W. M.
Robbins, Hillsboro.
Bon Ton : Juan Pedro Herrera, Coyote; C. E. Dagnett; Albuquerque; E.
V. Gallegos, Las Vegas.
Normandie:
R. E. Ewlng, Bloom-ingtoIllinois; J. M. Trout, Chicago;
W. B. Harder, Los Angeles;
Tomas
Gonzales, Ablqulu.

FRANK DIBERT

weekly
old es

SANTA FE, N. in.
Who will show you the Stcry
Clark
Pianos In the several styles and finish
Ma! g ny, Hungarian, Walnut ana
Golden sk.

stand
experi
Mana-

Will positively Cure
d
Coughs, Colds and all Bronchial
troubles past relief by other means.
$1.00, 50c. and 25c, per bottle.
deep-seate-

CONSIDERATION.
of the fact that all
meal on short
who want a first-clas- s
order, go to the Bon Ton, will furnish
you food for thought beforehand and
a call at that popular house will furnish food for the inner man. A fine
meal for 25 cents.
A

Allen's Lung Balsam

A consideration

i

OJO CALIEJVTE qOT SPRINGS.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly test
located In the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous' cures attested to
Cliff Dwellers,, tw nty-3v- e
miles west in the following disease: Paralysis.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Neuralgia, Consumption,
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affecanca Station, on ths Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, alf
Grande Railway, from which nolnt a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boarc
daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $i
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate train upon request This resort is at
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
round. There 1b now a commodions winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
(Small Holding Claim No. 2624.)
hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at
a. m., and
Notice for Publication.
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 ; . m. the same
Department of the Interior, United 1,686.24
grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
gallon,
being
March 9, 1905.
In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Springs
lowing named claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections 16
Ojo Caliente. Taos County. N. M
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470),
and that said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., on April 19th, 1905, viz.:
Abel Pino, for the tract one, in section 4, T 13 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
BETWEEN THE
Jose Padllla, Antonino C. de Baca,
Herman Pino, all of Santa Fe, N. M.,
and Antonio J. Ortiz, of Galisteo.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why- - such proof
should not be allowed will be given an

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor

DOUBLE

DAILY TRAIN SERVICE

'
WEST AND EAST

opportunity at the

above-mention-

e
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

"Mtu Mi

Limited"

AND

ii

Supplies tor Notaries Public for sale
by the New Mexican Printing

CHICAGO FLYER"

Ask the Ticket Agent and Insist on a Ticket Via This Route.

SPECIALTY

WEDDING BOUQUETS

Tslephone Mo.

San Juun.

1.0

r,

K0URY

JOHN

TREATMENT
MONIA.

;

Real Estate and Stock Broker

VQPli

ly registered and the color becomes
normal. The drooping strength Is revived. The languor is diminished.
Health, vigor and tone predominate.
New life and happy activity results.
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Middlesborough.
Ills., writes: "I have been troubled
with liver complaint and poor blood,
and have found nothing to benefit me
like Herbine. I hope never to be without it. I have wished that. I had
known of it In my husband's lifetime."
50c at Fischer Drug Co.

of

anfl

Ins
Archuleta .
Kio Arriba

rboles, Colo
Dulce
Kosa
i loomtield
A

Marquez
San Hafael
Burley
GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE. Patterson
from
Kosedale
sufferers
for
,,
Herbine is a boon
Sherman
aneamia. By Its use the blood Is quickBAN ITHaNCInCO

GAJVTJJER,

Manufacturer

Fine

SAN JUAN WATEKSH D
AND NOHTHWEST.

Advertise In the New Mexican and ferea
Momitaiuair
Kettner
you will Increase your business.

Santa Fe, N. M

FOR RENT Elks' Hall, rormerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis, trustee.'
FOR RENT AND FOR SALE.

Hawaii

A. HARVEY,

BlEJPj

-- s

Co.

aa

County.

"3

,,

28, 1B05.

a

Station.

bland
Casasalazar

102 Chapelle St.,

.

Snow ou the ground Feb.

is

STORY & CLARH

WAJTS

From Page Six.

(Continued

worth considerable to any cit
izen of Santa Fe to know how to be
It

H, 1905.

457

If troubled with weakf digestion,
FACTS VS. CLAIMS.
belching or sour stomach, use ChamSome
places claim the top notch, but
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
is a fact that the Bon Ton puts up
and you will get quick relief. For sale it
the very best meals In the city, reby all druggists.
gardless of price, and you can at all
times get any and everything the
Place your Wants in the New Mezl market affords. Try the Bon Ton for
New Meadcen Printing Company.
short order and regular meals.

"BEST MEAL8 pN WHEEL8."

xWrHJlsnrf
Lv-V--

VJ

A. N. BROWN.

Genl. Pa... Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

'

if

..

a

Santa Pe New Mexican, Saturday, March

it, J 905.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Continued from First Page.
COMMITTEE

The committee
Council Bill No.

118,

reported

by Mr. Martin, to

liquidate legalized debts Incurred for
educational purposes, recommending
tnat It be passed. The report was
adopted and the bill passed.
The committee on corporations re
ported Council Bill No. 113, by Mr.
Martin, relating to trust companies,
recommending that It be passed. The
report was adopted and the bill passed
The committee on territorial affairs
reported House Bill No. 92, by Mr.
Dalies, An Act providing for the collection of poll tax, recommending that
It be passed. The report of the committee was adopted and the bill passed,

Extraordinary Opportunity
stock of Cut Glass,
Decorated China, Silverware, Clocks
and all other goods will be sold at a
sacrifice.
My entire

HE-

REPORTS.

on finance

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
While in the City.

Mr. Martinez

voting no.
The committee on territorial affairs
reported House Bill No. 71, by Mr.
Wllkerson, regulating the practice of
Optometry, recommending that it be
passed. The report of the committee
was adopted and the bill recommitted
with report.
The committee on territorial affairs
reported Council Bill No. 104, by Mr.
Miller, An Act prohibiting the riding
of bicycles on sidewalks of unincorporated towns, recommending that it
be passed. The report 6f the commit
tee was adopted and the bill passed.
The committee on territorial affairs
reported House Substitute for Council
Bill No. 28, by Mr. Ballard, An Act to
prevent the use of unrecorded brands,
up-to-da- te
recommending that it be laid on the
table indefinitely. The report of the
committee was adopted and the substitute and bill recommitted.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
The committee on territorial affairs
reported Council Bill No. 101, by Mr.
Martinez, An Act to amend Chapter
103, of the Acts of 1903, relating to
35.
Day Telepone
vaccination, recommending that It be
Sundays and nights at Mrs. I. B. Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson St Tel. 142. tabled and that the substitute for the
same ,be passed. The report of the
committee was adopted, the original
bill tabled and the substitute passed.
APPOINTMENTS CONFIRMED.
S
The Council went. into executive
at 11:45 o'clock confirming the apQEO. W. HICKOX, President
jt ji S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Tree.
pointment of the following: Trustees
for the New Mexico Institute for the
Blind at Alamogordo: R. H. Pierce,
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Otero County, until August 8, 1905;
Dona Ana County,
Dr. G. W.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49 until AugustGerber,
8, 1907; A. J. King, Otero
County, until August 8th, 1907; Jaco-bChaves, Valencia County, August
8, 1908, to succeed James Laurie; O.
SMOKED FISH are now in demand.
We offer at present new ship- C. Snow Dona Ana, August 8, 1909.
ments of Finnan haddie, bloaters and sliced halibut.
For the members of the Board of
Our line of salt cod fish is larger than usual. One pound bricks .10, 1 lb.
Directors of the Insane Asylum at Las
tablets .15, 2 lb. boxes .30 and .35.
CANNED FISH we offer in large variety, sardines .of all kinds and in
Vegas: William E. Gortner, San Mioil
5c.
Domestio
sizes.
different
Mustard
sardines
sardines 10c, guel, until September 2, 1905, suc
many
12
and 15c. Senorita brand put up in California, In pure olive oil are
ceeding M. Brunswick deceased; D.
:
C.
well liked, per can 12
10c
from
sardines
Winters, San Miguel, until Septemat
Imported
per can, up.
reB.
T.
ber
Hart,
Corned cod fish, fresh herring, soft shell crabs, clams and clam chowder
2, 1907, succeeding
are all a change from the constant meat diet. t
signed; Thomas Ross, San Miguel, until September 2, 1908; O. L. Gregory,
BURNHAM'S CLAM BOULLION is refreshing to invalids or others who
San Miguel, until September 8, 1909.
for any reason have weak stomachs.
Trial size glass bottles 10c, half
at 11:50.
The Council
85c.
bottle
25c,
45c,
quarts
pint
pints
House Substitute for Council Bill
BURNHAM'S CLAM CHOWDER in 3 pound cans we are selling at 25c. a
The resolution was
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Howard, relating to water and 1'ght day morning.
116 by Mr. Miller, to aid the people of
can, made after a famous Rhode Island receipt.. Trial cans 10c.
be adopted.
it
that
recommending
companies,
Cathedral. First Sunday, in Lent.
IMPORTED ITALIAN OLIVE oil such as we offer in tins can seldom be
the Mesilla Valley In the construction
Mr. Crollot moved that the rules be March 1Z 1905 Frst mag'g al 7:00 a
as amended. The report was
of the Elephant Buttes dam, read three passed
obtained in this section. Buying as we do from the importers we are able
and that Council Bill No. m. Second mass at 9:30 a. m., sermon
suspended
adopted.
times by title and passed. The vote
to make a very low price on this oil, quarts 85c,
gallon $1.45, gallons
Council then went into execu- 133, be taken up for consideration, in English. Third mass at lu:30 a. ni.
The
$2.75. There Is no better oil offered than this.
by which the substitute was passed, tive session and confirmed the ap The bill is by Mr. Martin and is An snrmon In Spanish. At 4:00 o'clock p.
was reconsidered and the reconsidera
SALT MACKEREL, Herring, White Fish, etc., are the proper thing at
Act to amend An Act creating an in- m. vespers, and benediction.
given above.
tion thereof laid on the table indefinite pointments
this time. We offer a nice line.
i
surance department and regulating Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal)
4:10
at
reconvened
Council
The
until
MALTA CERES needs no cooking. Ready for breakfast or luncheon with
W. R. Dye in charge:
ly. The Council adjourned
the practice of Insurance in the Terri- Palace Ave., Rev.
o'clock.
In Lent
First
o'clock.
Sunday School
only the addition of milk or cream. Owing to the failure of the manufacCouncil Bill No. 115, by Mr. Martin, tory. The report of the committee at 9:15Sunday
a. in.' Morning prayer with serCOUNCIL.
turers we obtained a quantity to sell at the price of 5c per package in
was
bill
An Act relating to bonds of territorial
adopted and the
passed
mon at 11 o'lcock. Evening prayer at
Afternoon Session 55th Day.
place of 15c as heretofore.
treasurer and auditor, as amended by
4:30. Lenten services during week as
we
3
still offer at
NEUTRITA, a flake breakfast food
President Clark called the Council the House, the House amendment was
packages for 25c.
follows;
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
We have Just received a shipment of imported preserved figs In pound tins
to order at 3:15 o'clock.
and Friday afternoons at 4:30 o'clock.
TO MAKE DEFEAT CRUSHING.
concurred In by the Council.
at 25c. per tin.
' On motion
NOMINATIONS SENT IN.
Washington, March 11. With Muk- Wednesday evening with short address
of Mr. Miller, the vote by
SPANISH SWEET PEPPERS In pound tins put up in olive oil, excellent
Governor Otero sent the following which House Substitute for Council den as a new base, Marshal Oyama has at 7:30 o'clock. Public cordially Invited.
for salads and to stuff and bake, 1 pound tins 20c,
nominations to the Council this after Bill No. 101, by Mr. Martinez, relating determined to push northward in the
pound tins 121-2IMPORTED FRENCH PEAS are much used at this time. We have
noon. Territorial Boara or tieaun
to vaccination passed the Council, was direction of Harbin with a large part
DEATH OF YOUNG BOY.
three grades at 20c, 25c, and 30c. The last is the finest thing put up.
Dr. George W. Harrison of Bernalillo reconsidered and the substitute and of his army in an effort to follow up
Ray, the soji of A. Pruitt, a merCOOKING OIL is much preferred by many to lard for frying, etc. Quart
his recent victory as rapidly as possi- chant at Roswell, died on last
County: T. B. Hart of Colfax County; bill recommitted.
bottles at 30c, gallon tins $1.25.
D. B. Bllck of San Miguel County; W.
ble and accomplish his great purpose
of acute dilation of the heart.
BILL.
NEW
DRIED PRUNES are very fine this year and also cheap, per pound 5c,
D. Ratcliffe of Valencia County; J. H,
of administering a really crushing deBill
No.
Council
124, by M. Leahy,
10c. and the large meaty, juicy ones at 12
G. C.
Sloan of Santa Fe County;
feat to Kuropatkln. This information
Act amending the election laws of reached
RICE is a food that is not used as much as the price and food value
Bryan of Otero County; J. J. Schuler, An
Washington from an authorijustify. Head rice 3 pounds 25c, Japan rice 4 pounds 25c, Honduras rice of Colfax County. James G. McNary the Territory, read twice by title and tative source and accurately sets forth
5o per pound.
of San Miguel County, as Public referred to the committee on privi- the present program of the Tokio ofWHITE STAR SOAP in small boxes of 25 bars at 90c box is a bargain.
fice. The Japanese minister, Taka-hira- ,
Printer of the Territory of New Mex- leges and elections.
HOUSE.
said today:
ico, for the term of two years. These
con
'
"For- us it is but a chapter in the
nominations were unanimously
Afternoon Session 55th Day.
firmed.
Speaker Dalies called the House to great conflict, though a most importHouse Bill No. 126, by Mr. Ellis, An order at 3:15 o'clock. All present ex ant one. It is difficult to say how much
Act relating to taxation of municipal cept Messrs. Ellis, Sandoval of Santa the battle of Mukden will contribute
3MaUJOMM)t
towards peace, .for overtures for peace
corporations, read the second time by Fe, and Sanchez.
to the committee on
must necessarily come from the other
and
referred
title
on
committee
institutions
The
public
THESE BRIGHT
House Bill No. 108, by Mr. side."
corporations."
reported
SUNSHINY DAYS
"Will your
House Bill No. 37, by Mr. Stockton, Wight, An Act to aid territorial insti
government
suggest
An Act to define a butcher with In the tutions to erect buildings and make peace, in the light of Oyama's vicbeckon us out of doom.
What we need is good
re& tory?" was asked. ."Initiative, I remeaning of the law, read twice by title other permanent improvements,
invigorating exercise, to
clear the cobwebs from
and referred to the committee on ter- otnmending that the substitute be peat, can scarcely be looked for from
the mind and energize
ritorial affairs.
Tokio," was the reply.
the whole system. Nature
passed.
demands it.
House Bill No. 162, by Mr. de Baca,
The committee on corporations re
APPOINTED MAIL CLERK.
concerning the county of Quay, read ported House Bill No. 131, by Mr. SanRoberts of Las ; Vegas, has
Hugh
comtwice by title and referred to the
chez, An Act relative to corporations been appointed mail clerk on the Sanmittee on finance.
making reports, recommending that it ta Railway between La Junta and AlHouse Bill No. 146, by Mr. Luna, An be passed. The report of the commit
'
buquerque.
Act relating to damage by animals tee was adopted and the bill passed
BICYCLES
read twice by title and referred to the unanimously.
committee on territorial affairs.
The committee on insurance re
enable us to fulfill this
requirement. Personal
House Bill No, 120, by Mr. Sanchez, ported House Bill No. 139, by Mr. Wllcomfort and thorough
confidence In your wheel
An Act authorizing the Incorporation kerson, An Act relating to fire insurare embodied in the new
of benevolent and religious associa ance policies. The ereport of the comtions. Read the second time by title, mittee was adopted and the bill passed
RAMBLER CHA1NLESS
to the committee on territo unanimously.
referred
$60
The committee on territorial affairs
rial affairs.
CHAIN MODELS
Bill No. 131, by Mr. Sanchez, reported House Bill No. 124, by Mr.
House
RACERS AND ROADSTERS
relating to officials of incorporations Howard. An Act relating to butchers
$50 TO $35
read the sfecond time by title and re- alid butcUar shops, recommending that
Call and Inspect. Don't fail to send
ferred to the committee on corpora- It be not passed. The report together
or ask for illustrated catalog
tions.
with the bill was laid on the table in-- '
'
COMMITTEE REPORTS.
X ;.;
definitely,
:
on
committee
The
corporations
The committee on Judiciary reported j
Bill No. 165, by Mr. Neblett, In-- , ported House Bill No. 120, by Mr. San-consoll-- ,
creasing the penalty for violating the chez, An Act providing for the
and
of
charitable
dation
it
that
benevolent,
recommending
law,
pharmacy
scientific associations, recommending
be passed. The report was adopted.
The committee on finance reported , tnat it De passed, me report oi mei
bill
ft. nrovid- - committee was adopted and the
urno.
TOURISTS:
-'
w M O w Tnint Roonintinn
vw iMo.
"
2.
19
to
ema
of
vote
for
passed by
Capitol
i
tng for additional pay
of
Do
nlowH recommending
that it be Mr Wilkeraon introduced a resolu-- 1
1
nOT VISIT OUT VUrlO SflOTv
The report was adopted and tion, proviaing inai an dhib uereui
passed.
v
toiuh Messrs nntron be considered translated, printed and
Winters and President Clark voting no. referred and placed in the hands of
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cait
that
The committee on corporations re-- the steering committee, and alsoTuesCor.
Francisco
and Borre AltiylT
House Bill No. 126, by Mr. no new bills be Introduced after

pleased to see
you, and if you need any-- .
thing in our line will appreciate your patronage. Besides
stock
carrying an
of Drugs and Medicines, all of
the purest and best quality,
we have a fine line of latest

W

DUDROW & EIORTENIE

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Dtidrow's Office Building.

,

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

ses-sio-

mm m IPG c
230 San Francisco Street

c,

i-

-

..r

E will be

Toilet Accessories, Cigars, Tobacco,
Perfumes and Candy,

n

o

t

-

F

S. SPITZ , Jeweler

(;

I

Santa Fe, jl. F.

'

2

,

WK&XPi
c.

"

Don't overlook the

Bargains yet on for

-

Winter

lillinery,

at

PJiss A. bugler's Fpllinery and

Mion Store, Southeast Corner Plaza.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSIN6
OUT

,

J

SALE!

1

SA1TTA FB HARDWARE

A Jk

-

Wo

GOEBEL

.-

ported

.iHn.

you know thatlyoiUTiiss'ihalf
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Santa Fe
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